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Infrasound arrays are traditionally installed in quiet rural settings, but there is a growing need
in the infrasound community, tactical and nuclear monitoring, to understand the implications of
moving arrays into or near populated areas. The tactical infrasound monitoring community is
interested in monitoring higher frequency and/or low energy sources; this desire often requires a
shorter source-receiver spacing (Stubbs, 2005, McKenna et al., 2009). This limitation can move
arrays out of more traditional rural spaces. In the nuclear monitoring community, this change is
not a choice, but a forgone conclusion with arrays under construction or planed near populated
areas such as Beijing, China and Teheran, Iran (CTBTO, 2020). These monitoring communities
have common needs that require pushing the boundaries of infrasound arrays into or near urban
spaces.
As infrasound monitoring moves into these urban spaces there are four fundamental
questions that must be explored to understand the limitations of the environment:
1. How to collect infrasound observations in urban settings?
2. Can a single source be identified and characterized in an urban environment?
3. Are there unique propagation path effects in the urban terrain?
vi

4. What are the similarities and difference in acoustic fields in different urban
environments?
The following chapters present studies focused on addressing these questions.
Chapter 2 presents a method for instrumenting urban spaces that overcomes challenges such
as limited ground level real estate and high threat of vandalism. Two rooftop arrays were used to
successful locate with crossing backazimuth a structural source (bridge) at 0.45 km and 0.7 km.
The source signature was a continuous-wave packetized signal at 1.6 Hz. This source was
verified with on structure measurement of the fundamental vibrational mode of the structure and
a pressure acoustic source model. Additional analysis explored the propagation effects of urban
terrain feature that degrade or enhances infrasound observations.
Chapter 3 expands on the exploration of instrumentation with analysis focused on direct
comparison in an urban environment of four incoherent wind filters, 4- and 10-hose, 1 m fabric
dome, and high frequency (HF) shroud. The goal of this study was to quantify similarities and
differences in the wind filters’ individual capabilities to suppress varying wind noise and
enhance acoustic signals. The analysis yields recommendations for when to use specific types of
filters and highlights the pros and cons of each filter. If the goal of experiment is capturing true
signal fidelity, the dome and HF shroud filters minimize phase and magnitude effects on the
measured signal. If the goal of the experiment is to measure maximum signal-to-noise ratio, the
10-hose filter provides consistent improvement up to 45 Hz over all other filters evaluated.
Chapter 4 focuses on characterization of the acoustic field observed by an infrasound sensor
in three different urban environments. The study characterizes the total ambient acoustic field
using a statistical approach to generate low, average, and high noise curves. These models fall
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between the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization’s International Monitoring Systems
low and high noise models. In addition, the coherent portion of the acoustic field was
characterized by processing the array data using a coherent energy detector. Trend analysis was
completed on the detection data to quantify the relationship between the total and coherent
portions of the acoustic field. On both the total and coherent field, trend analysis was completed
to understand variations in the three urban settings. This analysis showed an inverse relationship
between the total field power to number of coherent detections. The results of the study provide
guidance for how to successfully collect the upper and lower acoustic field thresholds for future
analysis and characteristics that impact the acoustic fields in the three different urban
environments.
Chapter 5 ties together the fundamental questions to the main conclusions for each
chapter while exploring the implications of these studies for future infrasound monitoring in or
near urban spaces. The outcomes of this work shapes future research to improve the
understanding of monitoring in urban environments. Thoughts on the direction of these future
research tasks are: (1) exploration of the robustness of the rooftop array design; (2) quantification
of the impacts of generic urban terrains, e.g., commercial and residential, on propagating
infrasonic wavefronts; (3) examination of acoustic fields to explore spatial and temporal
distribution within identical and different urban settings.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Human activities produce acoustic fields that are rich with sources falling across the acoustic
spectrum categorized as infrasound (below 20 Hz) and audible acoustic (20 Hz – 20 kHz)
(Bedard, 2000). Traditionally these two frequency bands have been monitored using two
different sensors, but modern pressure sensors, such as the Hyperion IFS-3000 with a flat
response from 0.01 Hz to 1000 Hz, allow recording across a broad frequency band (Hyperion,
2018). The studies presented in this dissertation are focused on frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 50
Hz. Infrasound sensors are commonly used to monitor high energy sources at large standoff
distances (greater then 100 km). There is growing interest in the utilization of infrasound to
tactically monitor sources at local propagation distances (less than 100 km) to gain insight into
human activities (Stubbs et al. 2005). These sources are lower energy and/or higher frequency
generated by vehicles (ground and air), impulsive sources such as small explosions, and steady
state sources such as bridges and structures (McKenna et al., 2009; Stubbs et al. 2005; Whitlow
et al. 2019). Many of these sources may be located in or near urban environments, therefore the
shorter source receiver spaces required for monitoring will entail measurements made in close
proximity to urban spaces. This encroachment on the urban environment will force adaptation of
current monitoring methods to overcome these challenges.
Arrays of infrasound sensors are typically used to record the acoustic wavefield (0.1 to 50
Hz), which contains signals of interest as well as ambient noise that can be either coherent or
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incoherent depending on the spacing of the sensors. The array geometry of infrasound sensors is
designed to take advantage of the spatial characteristics of the signals in order to separate
incoherent noise from coherent acoustic signals (Bedard and Georges, 2000; Bass et al., 2006).
Array aperture is designed to emphasize the expected dominant source frequency, and to
minimize the coherence of wind noise (Christie and Campus, 2010). Further noise reduction is
often implemented at individual array elements with physical wind filters. The efficacy of signal
detection is dependent on the strength of the coherent signal rising above background noise
across an infrasound array. Detection is affected by array design, propagation effects from source
to receiver, and the ambient acoustic fields (aka coherent and incoherent background noise)
where the array is installed. To date the infrasound community has spent decades exploring how
to tune infrasound arrays for monitoring in rural environments (e.g., Arrowsmith et al., 2008;
Bass et al., 2006; Christie and Campus, 2010; McKisic, 1997; Walker and Hedlin, 2010).
However, infrasound monitoring research in or near urban environments will be necessary for
both the tactical infrasound and nuclear monitoring communities of practice in the future.
Traditionally, infrasound arrays have been installed in quiet, rural environments to monitor
large sources at regional (100-1000 km) and global distances (greater than 1000km) with energy
dominantly in the classical infrasound frequency passband below 20 Hz (Christie and Campus,
2010). One traditional application of observational infrasound arrays is the Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization’s (CTBTO) International Monitoring System (IMS),
which includes an infrasound network designed to monitor and locate nuclear tests around the
globe (Christie and Campus, 2010). When completed, the network will contain 60 infrasound
stations, 170 seismic stations, 11 hydro-acoustic stations, and 80 radionuclide stations distributed
evenly over the globe. Each infrasound station consists of an array of 4 or more elements with an
2

aperture between 1 and 3 km, sampled at 20 Hz (Christie and Campus, 2010). A mechanical
wind filter, such as a pipe rosette or porous hose rosette, is attached to each sensor in order to
spatially average signals over the physical dimension of the rosette to improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of coherent energy (Alcoverro, 2008; Alcoverro and Le Pichon, 2005; Christie
and Campus, 2010; Christie et al., 2001; Daniels, 1959; Grover, 1971; Hedlin and Alcoverro,
2005; Hedlin and Raspet, 2003; McDonald et al. 1971; Noble et al., 2014; Walker and Hedlin,
2010, Raspet et al., 2019). This estimate of improvement is based on the assumption that nonacoustic energy (i.e., noise) will be incoherent over the area of the array. These arrays are
designed to support detection and parameter estimation from atmosphere and near/on-surface
nuclear test (Christie and Campus, 2010). In order to quantify array performance to ensure
monitoring goals are met, the associated ambient noise fields were quantified including the
characterization of the coherent noise, sometimes called clutter, and the incoherent noise (Brown
et al. 2014; Bowman et al. 2005, 2007 and 2009; Hedlin et al. 2002; Matoza et al. 2013).
Typically, IMS arrays have been installed in quiet rural areas limiting the characterization of
ambient acoustic noise to such settings. Looking forward, some IMS infrasound arrays may not
be located in quiet rural environments given that there are arrays under construction or planned
near populated areas such as Beijing, China and Tehran, Iran (CTBTO, 2020). When these
arrays become operational, it will be important to quantify and understand how urban
environments affect the ambient acoustic field and thus impact signal detection.
Tactical infrasound arrays are used to monitor lower energy and/or higher frequency sources
at local propagation distances (0-100km) (McKenna et al., 2009; Stubbs et al. 2005; Whitlow et
al. 2019). Given the shorter propagation distances and possible locations of sources of interest,
these arrays may be installed in or near urban settings that include a diverse set of sources as well
3

as a complex acoustic noise field. At these closer distances, both coherent noise sources and
signals of interest propagate along direct and tropospheric refracted paths controlled by the
highly variable meteorological conditions below the jet stream (~10 km). Dynamic winds in the
atmospheric boundary layer and topography further complicate the ambient acoustic field (Kim
et al., 2018; Attenborough, 2002; Embleton, 1996; Chessell, 1976; Ingard, 1953; McKenna et al.,
2012). As these arrays are emplaced in urban spaces, there are several hurdles that will need to
be overcome, such as how to instrument in this space constrained physical environment and how
to detect single sources in the anticipated chaotic noise field.
Moving into or near an urban environment, arrays are going to increasingly experience
ambient acoustic fields driven by human activity with an enhanced set of acoustic sources. This
shift in monitoring regime motivates a new research avenue captured by four fundamental
questions that must be explored to understand the limitations of the environment and optimize
signal detection:
1. How to collect infrasound observations in urban settings?
2. Can a single source be identified and characterized in an urban environment?
3. Are there unique propagation path effects in the urban terrain?
4. What are the similarities and difference in acoustic fields in different urban
environments?
The following chapters present studies focused on addressing these questions.
Chapter 2 presents a method for instrumenting urban spaces that overcomes challenges such
as limited ground-level real estate and high threats of vandalism. This non-traditional array
design is documented to successfully record infrasound signals. These measurements were
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processed to identify, characterize, and verify a specific source in the source rich urban
environment. Additional analysis of these signals was used to explore propagation effects in the
urban terrain that can either degrade or enhances the observations.
Chapter 3 expands on the analysis of urban infrasound by focusing on the direct comparison
of four applicable incoherent wind filters, 4- and 10-hose, 1 m fabric dome, and high frequency
shroud deployed in an urban environment. The goal of this study was to quantify similarities and
differences in the wind filters’ individual capabilities to suppress varying wind noise and
enhance acoustic signals. The analysis yields recommendations for the use of specific types of
filters highlighting the pros and cons of each depending on anticipated noise conditions and
signal characteristics.
Chapter 4 focuses on characterization of the acoustic fields observed in three different urban
environments. The study quantifies the total ambient acoustic field using a statistical approach to
generate low, average, and high noise curves which are compared across three urban
environments and to the CTBTO’s IMS infrasound low and high noise models. In addition, the
coherent portions of the acoustic field are characterized using a new processing technique to
highlight coherent portions of the data recorded by the arrays. On both the total and coherent
field, spatial and temporal trend analysis was conducted to quantify and interpret noise variations
in the three urban settings. The results provide a basis for recommending how to estimate the
upper and lower acoustic field thresholds as well as identifying physical characteristics that
impact the acoustic fields in these three different urban environments.
Chapter 5 ties together the fundamental questions to the main conclusions for each chapter
while exploring the implications of these studies for future infrasound monitoring in or near
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urban spaces. The outcomes of this work shapes future research to improve monitoring in urban
environments.

6

CHAPTER 2
INFRASOUND MONITORING IN NON-TRADITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

The following manuscript was published as McComas, S., C. Hayward, M. Pace, C.
Simpson, M. McKenna, and B. Stump. (2018), “Infrasound monitoring in non-traditional
environments,” J Acoust Soc Am 144, 3201; doi: 10.1121/1.5081714.
2.1 Abstract
To date, the infrasound community has avoided deployments in noisy urban sites because
interests have been in monitoring distant sources with low noise sites. As monitoring interests
expand to include low-energy urban sources only detectable close to the source, case studies are
needed to demonstrate the challenges and benefits of urban infrasound monitoring. This case
study highlights one approach to overcoming urban challenges and identify a signal’s source in a
complex acoustic field. One 38 m and one 120 m aperture infrasound arrays were deployed on
building rooftops north of downtown Dallas, Texas. Structural signals in the recorded data were
identified, and the backazimuth to the source determined with frequency-wavenumber analysis.
Fourteen days of data were analyzed to produce 314 coherent continuous-wave packets, with 246
of these detections associated with a narrow range of backazimuth directions. Analyzing the
backazimuths from the two arrays identified the Mockingbird Bridge as the probable source
which was the verified with seismic measurement on the structure. Techniques described here
overcame constraints imposed by urban environments and provide a basis to monitor
infrastructure and its conditions at local distances (0 – 100 km).
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2.2 Introduction
Human activities are accompanied by a rich set of infrasound signals and thus provide an
opportunity to indirectly monitor these activities (Bedard, 2000). However, the infrasound
community has historically concentrated on simpler monitoring tasks, avoiding untangling a
complex of individual sources in a noisy environment. Traditional infrasound arrays are installed
in quiet, rural environments to monitor large sources at regional (100-1000 km) and global
distances (greater than 1000km) with energy dominantly in the classical infrasound frequency
passband of below 20 Hz (Christie and Campus, 2010). These signals are conventionally
observed with an array of pressure sensors to take advantage of the spatial characteristics of the
signals in order to separate incoherent noise from coherent acoustic signals (Bedard and Georges,
2000; Bass et al., 2006). The array aperture is adjusted to anticipate the expected dominant
source frequency, to anticipate the signal coherence, and to minimize the coherence of wind
noise (Christie and Campus, 2010). As distance between source and receiver increases, expected
observable frequencies decrease due to atmospheric absorption (Bass et al., 2006). These effects
reduce the amplitude of the acoustic signal exponentially with frequency, based on the
absorption coefficient. Classical infrasound signals in the passband of below 20 Hz propagate
with significantly less attenuation than acoustic signals in the audible passband, i.e. a 1 Hz signal
at sea level is absorbed at a rate of 0.003 dB/100 km as compared to a 100 Hz signal absorbs at a
rate of 30 dB/100 km (20 Hz to 20 kHz) signals (Bass et al., 2006).
One traditional application of infrasound arrays and the associated observations is by the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization’s International Monitoring System,
which includes an infrasound network designed to monitor and locate nuclear tests around the
8

globe (Christie and Campus, 2010). When completed, the network will contain 60 infrasound
stations, 170 seismic stations, 11 hydro-acoustic stations, and 80 radionuclide stations distributed
evenly over the globe. Each infrasound station is an array 4 or more elements with an aperture
between 1 and 3 km, sampled at 20 Hz (Christie and Campus, 2010). These arrays are designed
to support detection and parameter estimation from atmosphere and near/on-surface nuclear tests
(Christie and Campus, 2010). Research presented in this paper extends the science from this
traditional monitoring application to develop an understanding of how to monitor infrasound
signals at local distances (0 – 100 km) with expected signal frequencies that extend beyond the
traditional infrasound frequency band (below 20 Hz) to the lower limits of the acoustics
frequency band (up to 100 Hz) (Stubbs et al., 2005). Traditional array designs need to be adapted
for monitoring sources at these local distances and frequency bands (i.e., reducing array aperture
to allow for coherence of higher frequency signals and increasing sampling rates to overcome the
Nyquist frequency limitations for observing signals up to 100 Hz).
As interest grows in monitoring low-energy sources at local distances, it is important to
understand the impact of urban environments, since sensors will no longer be deployed in rural
settings in this new monitoring paradigm (Stubbs et al., 2005). Potential sources of interest in
this new environment include structures such as bridges, dams, and buildings, whose ambient
excitation causes them to continuously vibrate at the modal resonance frequencies and
amplitudes related to their structural configuration affecting the mass, stiffness, and damping
characteristics (Doebling et al., 1996). Given that structures are coupled to the fluid atmosphere,
these continuous vibrations generate atmospheric waves at the modal resonance frequencies of
the structure. Donn et al. (1974) and McKenna et al. (2009) have successfully demonstrated
monitoring of low-energy structural infrasound sources at local distances. Donn et al. (1974)
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detected packetized continuous-wave 8.5 Hz signals with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.2 Pa
from the Tappan Zee Bridge at a distance of 8 km. McKenna et al. (2009) expanded this
research, focusing on a study of a Pratt Truss railroad bridge over the Little Piney River in
Missouri. During this study, traffic over the structure was controlled and documented in order to
isolate the excitation effects. Again, signals were packetized continuous-wave signals at 2, 6, and
13 Hz detected on arrays at approximately 20 and 27 km during times of ambient excitation of
the structure. The frequencies observed in the infrasound signals were those associated with the
fundamental modes of vibration of the structure measured through conventional on-structure
instrumentation (Diaz-Alvarez et al., 2012). Jordan et al. (2015) demonstrated success in
detecting a multi-girder bridge with an infrasound array at approximately 2 km. Whitlow et al.
(2013) indicated that as global structural changes occur, such as scour on bridge foundations, it is
expected that the fundamental mode of the structure will vary. Jordan et al. (2013) illustrated the
ability to monitor waterway traffic incidents (e.g., a barge strike on a bridge) with infrasound
arrays. Additionally, the transportation community is exploring infrasound radiation from
bridges as related to environment/human impact studies (Fukada et. al, 2012). The ability to use
infrasound to persistently monitor global structural health at non-line-of-sight standoff distances
provides an opportunity for rapidly prioritizing limited inspection resources to evaluate
structures after disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes. This technique would allow nearreal-time monitoring of the health of structures in a region by identifying those which are still
radiating the expected resonance frequencies versus those which are no longer radiating energy
or which show significant frequency changes.
The literature highlights the capability of persistent structural monitoring with infrasound in
order to document the global health of a structure at local propagation distances (Donn, 1974;
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McKenna et al., 2009; Whitlow et al., 2013; Jordan et al., 2013). Urban areas are structuralsource-rich environments that can benefit from persistent remote monitoring, but the approach is
limited by our understanding of how to successfully monitor infrasound in these settings. Gaps
exist in physical understanding of source generation mechanisms, detectability of specific
sources, and propagation path effects within the altered urban environment.
This paper begins to address these gaps, through exploration of methods for non-traditional
infrasound array design strategies applicable to an urban environment in Section 2.3. Sections
2.4 and 2.5 discuss the data processing strategies for identification and verification of specific
sources in an urban array data set. Section 2.6 follows with an exploration of urban propagation
path effects. Section 2.7 presents conclusions. This paper is based on the research presented in
McComas (2015), but includes expanded analysis of the characteristics of the bridge detections,
temporal trends of all detections, and of the direct seismic measurements of the Mockingbird
Bridge.

2.3 Data Collection
To move from traditional infrasound array installations to urban sites, the community will
have to overcome instrumentation and noise challenges. One such challenge is the trade-off
between the space required for an ideal array with appropriate element spacings designed to
provide high signal-to-noise ratios and the practically available urban real estate available for an
array installation. A second challenge is protecting the instrumentation from theft and vandalism.
These challenges led to the decision to instrument rooftops in Dallas, TX, on the Southern
Methodist University (SMU) campus. The SMU campus is located approximately 4 km north of
downtown Dallas, is surrounded by residential, commercial, and light manufacturing in a heavily
11

populated urban environment, with close proximity to a six-lane highway, light rail tracks, midrise buildings, and large bridges.
On 2 July 2013, the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) and
SMU installed two arrays on rooftops across the SMU campus and operated them for
approximately one year. The first array, Moody, was configured in a five-element, centeredsquare with a 38 m aperture, was completely located on the single Moody Coliseum rooftop, and
was designed to monitor local sources, Figure 1and Table 1. The second array, Multi-rooftop,
was spread across five campus rooftops, had an aperture of 120 m, and was designed for
monitoring regional sources, Figure 1 and Table 1.
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Figure 1 – Overview map of array sites with SMU building footprints (black), Multi-rooftop
array sensor locations (green), Moody array sensor locations (red), lines of backazimuths (light
blue) and probable source location (blue). The lines of backazimuths highlight the probable
source, Multi-rooftop array between the expected 132° and 143° and from the Moody array
between the expected 147° and 166°. This map was modified from the original source to include
Perkins building and calculated map scale (Southern Methodist University, 2017).
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Location

Latitude

Longitude

Sensor Type

Multi-Rooftop Array
Boaz - East

32.8413921

-96.7837202

Chaparral Model 2.5

Collins

32.8413933

-96.7830514

Chaparral Model 2.5

Fincher

32.8420106

-96.7836498

Chaparral Model 2.5

Perkins

32.8408288

-96.7841517

Chaparral Model 2.5

Boaz - West

32.8413867

-96.7845217

Chaparral Model 2.5

Moody Array
Moody - 1

32.8404129

-96.7805363

Chaparral Model 2.5

Moody - 2

32.8402667

-96.780836

Chaparral Model 2.5

Moody - 3

32.8402571

-96.7803901

Chaparral Model 2.5

Moody - 4

32.840546

-96.7803973

Chaparral Model 2.5

Moody - 5

32.8405029

-96.7808413

Chaparral Model 2.5

Table 1 – Array locations for Multi-Rooftop and Moody Array.

Each multi-rooftop site used an instrumentation box containing the digitizer, radio, and
Chaparral sensor. The Moody array was deployed with the five Chaparral model 2.5 sensors
outside the instrumentation box. The Chaparrals were operated at low gain and connected to a
hose manifold of seven ~8-m porous hoses laid out in a star pattern for an incoherent wind noise
filter designed to sum coherent signals along the length of the filter and destructively add
incoherent noise (Walker and Hedlin, 2010). Kim et al. (2010) demonstrated that the response of
such hose wind filters had little effect on signals in the 0.1 to 4 Hz passband. The deployment
here used the same wind filter design and same host manufacturer and same layout as was used
in Kim’s study. Therefore, in this study, we also assume the hose effects on low frequency
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signals can be ignored. Sensor outputs were digitized with a Refraction Technologies, Inc. RT
130-01 with 24-bit A/D resolution. Raw data were real-time telemetered to SMU’s data archive
center over 2.4 GHz Wireless Afar radios with omni-directional antennas. At the data center, the
raw data were converted to CSS 3.0 format and archived (Carr, 2002). Two data streams were
collected from each digitizer, 40 samples per second (SPS) and 200 SPS, both at unity gain level.
Data streams were synchronized in time with external Global Positioning System (GPS) clocks
connected to each digitizer.

2.4 Source Detections
Fourteen random days of data from the Moody and Multi-rooftop arrays were initially
evaluated for structural sources using analyst review to ensure that all coherent signatures were
identified. Data visualization and processing were completed using the multi-channel time and
frequency domain analysis tool, Geotool (Coyne and Henson, 1995; Miljanovic and Phiri, 2013).
First, raw data were filtered with a 0.5-10 Hz 3-pole Butterworth filter based on the expected
signal frequency range of Donn (1974) and McKenna et al. (2009). The filtered data were hand
processed to visually identify packetized continuous-wave signals of interest as done by Donn et
al. (1974) and McKenna et al. (2009). To declare a detection, a signal had to be coherent on at
least three sensors in the same array, Figure 2. Following detection, signal characteristics of
signal frequency content, backazimuth, Fisher statistic (F-Stat), and signal-noise-ratio (SNR)
were estimated using Geotool. Frequency content was determined by comparing the signal and
background noise spectra using two identical-length Hanning windows, the noise window from
the time directly before the signal and the signal window starting immediately after the noise
window. The positive difference between the signal and noise spectra in dB indicate the band
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where the signal-to-noise is adequate for interpretation, Figure 3 (Welch, 1967). Backazimuths to
the source were estimated with frequency-wavenumber (F-K) analysis of a tight boxcar window
over the signal (Rost and Thomas, 2002). The results from this processing allows for trend
analysis to identify potential sources observed by the arrays.
This technique was used to process fourteen days randomly selected from the year of data
recorded by the Multi-rooftop and Moody arrays identifying a total of 314 coherent signals. The
specific Julian dates processed are listed on color bar of Figure 4. The number of coherent
signals highlights the complex acoustic fields expected in urban settings. Two hundred and
seventy-seven of these observations align with the expected characteristics of a structural source,
i.e. continuous wave packetized signals (minimum of two cycles) with narrowband frequencies,
with main frequencies of 1.5-1.8, 4.3, and 5.1 Hz (Donn et al., 1974; McKenna et al., 2009).
Trend analysis of backazimuths from these detections identified 246 repeated backazimuths
observed from the Multi-rooftop array between 132° and 143° and from the Moody array
between 147° and 166°, Table 2 and 3 and Figures 1 and 4. Detections with backazimuth outliers
were less then 12% of the declared bridge detections, Multi-rooftop outliers were between 129°
and 131° and Moody outliers had a broad range, 133° – 146° and 167° – 172°. The probable
source of these repeated backazimuth detections was identified as the Mockingbird Bridge over
U.S. Highway 75 (US 75) through review of aerial imagery in the region where the
backazimuths aligned (Figure 1).
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Multi-Rooftop Array
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0
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Figure 2 – Example of coherent continuous-wave signal observed on both rooftop arrays. The
time-series plotted as delay and sum beams from each array focused in the direction of the
Mockingbird Bridge (Multi-Rooftop: 133° and Moody:154°) (Rost and Thomas, 2002). The
signal window is highlighted in light grey and background window is highlighted in dark grey.
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Figure 3 – Spectral comparison of signal and background noise using windows from Figure 2.
The coherent signal energy is 1.5 Hz to 1.7 Hz.
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Summary of Detections
Moody
Bridge Detections

159

Bridge Backazimuth: 147° - 166°

140

Backazimuth Outliers

19

Other Detections

17

Total Moody Detections

176

Multi-rooftop
Bridge Detections

118

Bridge Backazimuth: 132° - 143°

106

Backazimuth Outliers

12

Other Detections

17

Total Multi-rooftop Detections

135

Total Coherent Observations

314

Table 2 – Summary of coherent observations for Moody and Multi-rooftop array.
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Bridge Detection Characteristics
Moody Bridge Detections

159

Minimum
Backazimuths (147° – 166°)
137°
Apparent Velocity (m/s)
278
F-Stat
2
SNR
1.1
Multi-Rooftop Bridge Detections

th

10
147°
333
6
1.9

25
151°
359
9
2.3

Median
155°
387
14
2.7

75
160°
435
23
3.4

90
164°
461
34
4.2

Maximum
172°
497
53
6.4
118

Backazimuths (132° – 143°)
Apparent Velocity (m/s)
F-Stat
SNR

132°
298
4
1.6

132°
310
7
2.3

134°
324
11
2.9

136°
337
17
3.6

137°
358
22
4.5

143°
402
45
7.2

123°
278
2
0.45

th

th

th

Table 3 – Summary of bridge detection characteristics from the Moody and Multi-rooftop array.
The detection characteristics’ minimum, maximum, median, and percentiles calculated at 10th,
25th, 75th, and 90th are shown in the columns of the table.

360
336
320

315

305
253
245
225

228
215

180
214

Julian Day

Backazmuith (degree)

270

135

135

121
90

060
046

45

032
001

0
00:00

03:00

06:00

09:00
12:00
15:00
Local Time (HH:MM:SS)

18:00

21:00

00:00

Figure 4 – Summary of backazimuths estimated for the 314 detections from the Moody (x
marks) and Multi-rooftop arrays (filled circles). The fourteen days analyzed are labeled with
Julian days marked on the color bar. Ground truth lines from Multi-rooftop (lower) and Moody
(upper) arrays, black lines represent the center of the bridge with grey edges indicating the
azimuth range for the entire bridge.
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A comparison of the probable bridge detections from the two arrays highlights differences in
performance of the two array designs. Each array had a different range of azimuthal angles that
spanned the geometric view to the bridge; the larger Multi-rooftop array with an 11° span, and
the closer smaller Moody array with a span of almost double the width at 19°, Figure 1.
Differences in array element spacing, with the Multi-rooftop array aperture of 120 m with ~80 m
element spacing and the Moody array aperture of 38 m with ~25 m element spacing, define the
maximum frequency that can be observed and processed before spatial aliasing affects the
observations. The maximum design frequency for these two arrays were 2 and 8.7 Hz,
respectively. Array geometry defines the spatial aliasing frequency, location of sidelobes, and
shape and dimension of the main lobe, which in turn affects array estimates of slowness and
arrival azimuth. These effects are illustrated by examining the array responses for the range of
frequencies expected from the Mockingbird Bridge, 1 Hz to 6 Hz and the most frequently
observed narrowband frequency range 1.5 -1.8 Hz. (Schweitzer et al., 2011). The Multi-rooftop
array response has an elliptical main lobe with the major axis rotated -45° from North for the 1-6
Hz response and a major axis width of 1.9 x 10-3 sec/m and a minor axis width of 1.5 x 10-3
sec/m 3 dB down from the peak. The narrowband, 1.5 – 1.8 Hz, response has approximately
double the main lobe width, major axis width 4.2 x 10-3 sec/m and minor axis width 3.1 x 10-3
sec/m at 3 dB down from the peak. The elliptical main lobe shape reduces the accuracy of
slowness estimates for signals from the northwest and southeast directions and is accompanied
by low power side lobes, the 1-6 Hz side lobe ratio of 4.5 dB is located to the north and south of
the main lobe while the 1.5-1.8 Hz response has a side lobe ratio of 4.7 dB located to the
southwest and northwest of the main lobe. The Moody array has a wider symmetric main lobe
with a width of Sx = 3.6 x 10-3 sec/m and Sy = 5.2 x 10-3 sec/m, 3 dB down from the main lobe
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for the 1-6 Hz response. The narrowband, 1.5-1.8 Hz, response main lobe width is approximately
double at Sx = 8.6 x 10-3 sec/m and Sy = 11.2 x 10-3 sec/m, 3 dB down from the main lobe. The
wide main lobe reduces the ability of the array to discriminate between signals with similar
slowness and/or azimuths. This array also has side lobes with the strongest to northwest and
southeast of main lobe with a ratio of 1 dB for narrowband response. As the frequency band
widens, these side lobes are reduced to side lobe ratios of 5 dB which is similar to the Multirooftop array results. The exploration of the broadband and narrowband responses indicates that
these arrays effectiveness to estimate backazimuth and apparent velocity decreases for
narrowband observations. The array responses provide insight to the observed bridge detections
summarized in Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 4. Based on the array characteristics, the Multi-rooftop
array has an improved ability to determine backazimuth and apparent velocity for signals
observed in the frequency band of interest, 1.5 – 5.1 Hz, compared to the Moody array. Observed
percentiles for backazimuths and apparent velocity were tabulated to illustrate the capability of
the two arrays. Backazimuths for bridge detections are assumed to be properly estimated when
they fall within the azimuthal range of the bridge for each array, Multi-Rooftop: 147° – 166° and
Moody: 132° – 143°, otherwise they are considered outliers. Exploration of the outliers indicates
there is smaller percentage variation in the outliers of the Multi-rooftop array, 18%, whereas the
Moody array had 6 times that level of variation. The range of apparent velocities estimated for
the Multi-rooftop array spans 124 m/s with median at 324 m/s, near adiabatic acoustic plane
wave propagation speeds 333 m/s – 356 m/s expected based on the minimum (2°C) and
maximum (42°C) temperatures observed during the days analyzed. The Moody array’s apparent
velocity range is 219 m/s, nearly double the Multi-rooftop range. The F-Stat and SNR statistics
of the two arrays are similar, supporting the conclusion that the large variations in backazimuth
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and apparent velocity estimated between the two arrays are related to differences in array designs
rather than signal characteristics. This analysis suggests that greater confidence should be
attributed to the estimates from the Multi-rooftop array and that the Multi-rooftop design might
be preferred for urban monitoring of infrasound signals.
Further investigation of backazimuth estimates was completed by removing the repeated
azimuths that aligned with the probable Mockingbird bridge source. Figure 4 documents the
omni-directional nature of the coherent acoustic field, with most detections occurring from 0600
to 2200 local time and from 114° to 330° azimuths, indicative of anthropological driven sources.
Given the locations of these arrays, these additional signals could be from numerous sources
surrounding the SMU campus (i.e., structures, anthropological sources and highways). These
coherent signals include narrowband and broadband characteristics with frequencies observed
between 0.5 – 10 Hz. Developing methods for untangling the complex acoustic field in an urban
setting will be imperative in order to field infrasound arrays to assess structural sources.

2.5 Source Verification
The Mockingbird Bridge is 0.7 km from the Multi-rooftop array and 0.45 km from the
Moody array. Given the short distance between source and receiver, it is expected that the
observed signals had a direct propagation path; therefore, local meteorological conditions in the
lower troposphere and boundary layer would dominate the propagation.
Verification of the source was made through direct measurement of the frequencies radiated
by the Mockingbird Bridge using seismometers. Temporary infrasound gauges can be installed
near expected acoustic sources; however, in this study, the infrasound was expected to be the
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result of a vibrating structures. Measuring these vibrations by direct seismic coupling provides a
way to separate air column resonances (such as seen in tunnels) from the true seismic radiation.
Thus, for this study bridge modes were empirically measured using seismometers installed on
key structural components of the bridge identified by a structural engineer’s analysis of bridge
design drawings, Figure 5 (TX DOT, 1993). Bridge motions were recorded with Mark L-4
vertical seismometers digitized by Refraction Technologies, Inc. RT125A-01 24-bit recorders
sampled at 200Hz with a gain of four. Spectral analyses of the data were completed under
conditions of low- and high- energy excitation, Figure 6. Spectrograms from the four
seismometers were computed for two, 15-second samples (low and high excitation) using 2.56second windows with 99% overlap and then spectral moduli from the four sensors were averaged
to highlight common frequencies recorded by the seismometers. The fundamental modes
observed during low energy (0.3-.6 mPa) excitation represent the first, 1-2 Hz, and second, 4-5
Hz, modes. Under high energy (0.9-4.8 mPa) excitation, the empirical measurements
documented additional modes at 7-8 Hz, 11-12 Hz, 14-17 Hz, and 18-35 Hz. The energy from
18-35 Hz between 7-10 seconds may be related to vehicle traffic coupled to structure. The first
and second modes align well with observed infrasound signals. The high energy excitation’s
broader spectral responses are not expected to be observed by the infrasound sensors because of
the significant attenuation expected at these frequencies, filtering introduced by the hose arrays,
and the fact that these modes are lower energy. Additionally, as the structural resonance modes
increase in frequency, the modal shapes shift from flexural to torsional. Given the complexities
in the shape of torsional modes, it is hypothesized that these modes may not effectively transfer
energy to the atmosphere as well as the vertical flexural modes do. The direct measurements of
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the first and second modes aligned with the observed infrasound signals; therefore, the
Mockingbird Bridge was the confirmed source.

Figure 5 – Map view sketch of the Mockingbird Bridge based on Google Map. This is a close-up
map of the probable source in Figure 1. Four seismometers were used to measure the
fundamental modes of vibration of the bridge. Triangles mark the seismometer locations and are
color coded as follows: Northwest Corner (green), West Center (cyan), East Center (orange), and
Southeast Corner (red).
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Figure 6 – Direct measurement of the fundamental modes of the Mockingbird Bridge. Upper
plots are the time series from the four geophones placed on the structure from times of low (red)
and high (black) energy excitation of the structure. Lower plots are average spectrograms created
by averaging the moduli from the spectrograms from the four geophones to highlight common
modes of vibration. These spectrograms align with the low (red) and high energy sections
marked on the time series. The most prominent observed frequencies in both spectrograms are 1
– 2 Hz and 4 – 5 Hz with additional common frequencies of 7-8 Hz, 11 – 12 Hz, 14 – 17 Hz, and
18 – 35 Hz.

The source was further explored by creating a pressure acoustic model for the Mockingbird
Bridge in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a Acoustic Package software (McComas et al., 2016;
COMSOL, 2012). This simplified model was based on the bridge dimensions with the
fundamental modes determined by the cavity resonances defined by bridge characteristics, such
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as the adjacent box beam design of the Mockingbird Bridge (TX DOT, 1993). The model
predicts four main modes of vibration: at 2.0 Hz, vertical flexural; at 3.9 Hz, vertical flexural; at
4.3 Hz, torsional; and at 5.2 Hz, torsional. These predictions aligned well with the observed
infrasound signals as well as the on-structure measurements.

2.6 Wave Propagation Study
To illustrate the general effects of the urban infrastructure (buildings, bridges, and roadways)
and atmosphere on the infrasound signal amplitudes a simple wave propagation study was done.
This study was done to explore whether site shadowing in general could affect urban infrasound
monitoring in general and might be a consideration in future urban array sites rather than an
examination of the particular observed signal described above. The site-specific urban terrain
was developed using stereoscopic aerial imagery including topographic effects captured by 1-m
LIDAR data. Acoustic propagation through the urban terrain model was completed with the
three-dimensional (3D), finite-difference time-domain code PSTOP3D (Ketcham, 2006; Cudney
et al., 2007; Pace et al., 2015). The atmospheric conditions were a static three-layer atmosphere
with adiabatic sound speed from 0-50 m at 344 m/s, 50-100 m at 337 m/s, and 100-256 m at
330m/s, which produces an upwardly refracting condition at a surface temperature of 21° C.
Input sources were simple Ricker pulses with center frequencies of at 5 and 10 Hz in the center
and corners of the model space in order to explore the effects of infrastructure on wave
propagation (Ricker, 1953). The simple Ricker pulse is used to characterize propagation effects
on impulsive signals and provides an overview when considering urban effects in general over
the observation frequency band. This avoids the complexities of nodes that may be present in a
narrower band model. Model limitations result from the grid spacing, the time-step, and the snap
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interval (sampling frequency); for this model, the simulation was designed to capture a
maximum frequency of 15 Hz (McComas et al., 2016). The results discussed here focus on a 10
Hz center-frequency Ricker pulse source located in the northeast corner of the model space.
Model analysis was completed for 10.25 sec to develop peak pressure maps at ground level
highlighting areas of attenuation and amplification of signals as shown in Figure 7. The analysis
illustrates shadow zones with a maximum of 10 dB loss within a cluster of tall buildings in the
southeast quadrant of the model space (Figure 7). The sunken highway that runs from the
northeast corner towards southwest acts as a waveguide providing amplification of the signal by
up to 20 dB with greatest effect on the 10 Hz source. Pace et al. (2015) and McComas et al.
(2016) documented the model development with expanded discussion. This model provides a
beginning basis for quantifying propagation effects associated with urban terrain with results
offering insight to propagation effects that could inform array deployment. For example, for
some locations, the shadow widths are the same order of spacing as the multi-rooftop array,
suggesting that the coherent equal amplitude assumption used in simple beamforming on these
larger aperture arrays may be complicated by site effects for high frequency signals even when
the element spacing does not alias high frequency signal.
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Figure 7 – A 3D model that includes buildings was used to estimate peak pressures from a 10 Hz
center-frequency Ricker source located at the northeast corner of the model space. The color
scale has been selected to highlight the waveguide and shadow zones in the urban terrain. Orange
blocks are building included in the model space and the red square with white star is the source
location. The black box is the extent of Figure 1 overview map with the blue rectangle
representing the Mockingbird Bridge.

2.7 Conclusions
This paper demonstrates successful monitoring of two fundamental modes of the
Mockingbird Bridge at 0.45 to 0.7 km distances using a novel rooftop array strategy. These
monitoring techniques overcome constraints imposed by limited real-estate and vandalism risks
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associated with urban environments and provide a basis to monitor infrastructure and its
conditions at local distances (0 – 100 km). Furthermore, the wave propagation study highlights
propagation effects based on terrain features expected in urban environments, i.e. wave guide
from sunken highway and shadow zones from tall buildings that may impact observing
strategies, thus providing insight to array siting and design for future deployments. The research
presented in this initial case study shows that individual sources can be identified in the complex
urban environment, but additional research is needed to predict the effectiveness of
comprehensive monitoring of low-energy infrasound sources in urban settings.
Beyond identifying a specific source, exploration of the coherent ambient acoustic field
reveals the omni-directional nature of urbanscape acoustics. These coherent signals suggest that
other potential sources that can be exploited. To provide further confidence in the parameter
estimates for the detections from rooftop arrays a formal uncertainty analysis will be completed
to quantify backazimuth and apparent velocity errors. The complexity of the urban structural
environment tests the limits of current signal processing architecture with the possibility of
multiple, overlapping signals. Future planned research is the development of an automated
processing technique to comb through 12 months of data to identify all coherent signals in order
to associate them with specific sources. As this research niche matures, it will be necessary to
develop a physical understanding of the total and coherent ambient acoustic fields in multiple
urban environments (village vs. town vs. metropolis) and the processes that cause these fields to
vary in time including ties to atmosphere conditions and local meteorology. Additionally, wave
propagation studies in these terrains are needed to gauge the impact of infrastructure in urban
settings.
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CHAPTER 3
A COMPARISON OF MECHANICAL WIND FILTERS FOR
INFRASOUND SENSOR NOISE REDUCTION

The following manuscript was published as McComas, S., C. Hayward, S. Arrowsmith, B.
Stump, M. H. McKenna Taylor. (2021), “A Comparison of Mechanical Wind Filters for
Infrasound Sensor Noise Reduction,” Seismological Research Letters, doi: 10.1785/0220200311.
3.1 Abstract
Infrasound sensors record the ambient acoustic field that contains not only signals of interest
but also noise and clutter. Noise is defined as atmospheric turbulence that is incoherent over the
distances of meters, whereas signals of interest and clutter are acoustic pressure waves that are
coherent over 10s of meters to 100s of kilometers. There is a growing interest in monitoring
sources that extend across the acoustic spectrum from infrasound (below 20 Hz) into the low-end
audible acoustic (20 – 1000 Hz). Monitoring of these extended band signals with a single sensor
is made possible with the development of contemporary infrasound sensors, such as Hyperion
IFS-3000 with a flat response from 0.01 to 1000 Hz. Combining infrasound sensors with
seismometers provides opportunity to better assess noise contributions for both sensor types and
improve characterization of sources that occur close to the solid earth – atmosphere boundary.
As sensors are installed to target these broadband acoustic sources, considerations need to be
made when selecting a mechanical wind filter to mitigate the noise while minimizing the impacts
to the signals of interest across these frequency ranges. Motivated by these opportunities, this
paper compares traditional infrasound wind filter designs, i.e., porous hoses rosettes and domes,
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in an urban setting for frequencies 0.01 to 45 Hz. Data analysis compares the filters, in terms of
their response to noise and signals with direct comparisons of wind filters as a function of
frequency. The quantification of performance of these filters in an urban setting provides insight
into their effects on detection of sources of interest in this environment.

3.2 Introduction
Infrasound sensors are increasingly being deployed as part of seismic experiments (e.g.,
Transportable Array (TA) network), as the combination of seismic and infrasound sensors have
found wide utility in addressing a variety of operational and research problems (Arrowsmith et
al., 2010; Hedlin et al. 2012a; Kanamori et al. 1991; Stump et al. 2004). Infrasound sensors
capture the ambient acoustic field, which contains signals of interest as well as clutter and noise.
Noise is dominated by atmospheric turbulence, which produces non-acoustic pressure
perturbations that move in the atmospheric boundary layer at observed wind speeds, whereas
acoustic energy propagates based on wave mechanics at the speed of sound in the propagation
medium (~343 m/s for still, dry 19° C air at sea level) (Walker and Hedlin, 2010). This turbulent
field can be broken into two types: stagnation pressures created by physical objects in a turbulent
field, and intrinsic pressures from the turbulence that exist without physical objects (Walker and
Hedlin, 2010; Raspet et al., 2019). Signals of interest and clutter are acoustic pressure waves
that are coherent over 10s of meters to 100s of kilometers, whereas noise from atmospheric
turbulence is only coherent over meters. Acoustic pressure waves in the atmosphere extend over
a continuous broad frequency range and are categorized as infrasound (below 20 Hz) and audible
(20Hz – 20kHz). Some source signatures extend across both frequency bands (Stubb et al.,
2005). Traditionally these two frequency bands have been monitored using two different sensors,
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but modern pressure sensors, such as the Hyperion IFS-3000 with a flat response from 0.01 Hz to
1000 Hz, allow recording across a broad frequency band (Hyperion, 2018). Measurement across
this broad frequency band can be optimized by reducing noise relative to the signals of interest.
Noise reduction can be implemented at individual array elements with physical wind filters. A
variety of physical wind filters have been explored by the infrasound community, i.e., pipe
rosettes, porous hose rosettes, wind fences, and fabric domes (Alcoverro, 2008; Alcoverro and
Le Pichon, 2005; Christie and Campus, 2010; Christie et al., 2001; Daniels, 1959; Grover, 1971;
Hedlin and Alcoverro, 2005; Hedlin and Raspet, 2003; McDonald et al. 1971; Noble et al., 2014;
Walker and Hedlin, 2010, Raspet et al., 2019). Signal enhancement using these filters is provided
through a combination of spatial averaging and sensor turbulence isolation. Spatial averaging
improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of coherent energy by summing energy over the area of
the wind filter based on the assumption that non-acoustic energy (i.e. noise) will be incoherent
over the area of the filter. Sensor turbulence isolation decreases noise by reducing the additional
turbulence created by placing the sensor in a wind field (Walker and Hedlin, 2010, Raspet et al.,
2019). Characterizing how portable wind filters, pipe hose rosettes and fabric domes enhance
signals and mitigate noise in and above the traditional infrasound passband is the focus of this
paper.
Porous hose rosettes are an adaption of the pipe rosette but use relatively inexpensive soaker
hoses for the summation of acoustic energy (Noel and Whitaker, 1991; Walker and Hedlin,
2010). These filters are commonly reserved for short-term array installations due to the reduced
effectiveness of the porous hoses from environmental deterioration, e.g., debris filling hose pores
or breakdown of material that creates holes in the hose (Haak and De Wilde, 1996). An
additional challenge of porous hoses, is that their effectiveness varies depending on raw
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materials, manufacturing processes, and hose length (Hart and McDonald, 2009). Coherent
energy across the hose length (or aperture if installed in a circular pattern) causes constructive
interference while incoherent energy causes destructive interference (Howard et al., 2007;
Walker and Hedlin, 2010). Porous hoses can be installed in straight lines extending from a sensor
outward, as circles, or in a spiral around a sensor to provide even spatial sampling.
Fabric domes (1 to 2 m in diameter) provide isolation of the sensor from atmospheric
turbulence with spatial averaging over the dome’s surface area (Raspet et al., 2019). This
turbulence isolation provides primary noise reduction of up to 10 dB in the frequency band from
0.8- to 30-Hz under medium to high winds (> 3 m/s) (Raspet et al., 2019).
Wind filters reduce effects of non-acoustic pressure perturbation, i.e., wind noise, but they
can also attenuate and phase-shift signals of interest (Noble et al., 2014; Walker and Hedlin,
2010). These effects can have frequency-dependent directionality that need to be quantified for
individual wind filter designs (Hedlin et al., 2003). Such effects were observed by Hedlin et al.
(2003) with the analysis of a bolide signature collected on a 70-m pipe rosette, which revealed
that this filter design significantly attenuated energy above 1 Hz from signals that arrive at low
incident angles. Quantifying these filter effects for signals of interest is necessary for assessing
the effectiveness of an array design and data interpretation. Selection of an optimum wind filter
not only depends of these effects but also on the space available for the array, frequency band of
interest, wind field, portability, maintenance, and cost.
Beyond traditional small-scale research and operational arrays, the USArray Transportable
Array (TA) is an example of a large, regularly spaced, seismic array that moved across the
conterminous United States and Alaska with an approximate 2-year average station duration.
Infrasound to seismic coupling on the shallow seismometers allowed researchers to use seismic
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data from the array to investigate infrasound sources (de Groot-Hedlin et al. 2008; Hedlin et al.
2010; Hedlin et al. 2012b; Walker et al. 2011). This research motivated the transition of the
seismic network to seismo-acoustic network in 2011, with the addition of infrasound sensors as
the array moved east of Texas towards the east coast. The resulting seismo-acoustic network
allowed for the characterization of the ambient acoustic fields, quantification of a variety of
sources, and development of new processing techniques for dense networks (e.g. de GrootHedlin et al. 2014; de Groot-Hedlin and Hedlin 2015; McKee et al. 2018). This network adapted
traditional wind filter methods to meet the space and cost restrictions for the originally planned
seismic array vault sites. Each array element contained a Hyperion infrasound sensor inside the
vault enclosure with a ¾-in diameter pressure inlet tube to sample the atmosphere several feet
from the vault to minimize interference from stagnation pressures associated with the turbulent
field interaction with the above ground portion of the vault (Tytell, 2016). The external outlet of
this tube was protected from non-acoustic pressure fluctuations (i.e. wind) with a specially
designed diffuser over the end of the tube covered with a bag of pumice rock (Tytell, 2016).
IMS infrasound arrays were traditionally installed in rural environments where there is space
to deploy rosette wind filters, which have been well characterized by Grover (1971), McDonald
et al. (1971), Hedlin and Raspet (2003), and Alcoverro and Le Pichon (2005). Today, there is
growing interest by the infrasound community in instrumenting non-traditional settings (e.g.
USArray Transportable Array) to monitor sources that extend across broad frequency ranges
(Stubbs et al., 2005). Some of these sources are lower energy and/or higher frequency thus
motivating shorter source-receiver spacings (Stubbs et al., 2005). Such arrays will not always be
deployed in rural settings and only focused on signals below 20 Hz; therefore, wind filters need
to be explored that limit footprint while reducing noise across broad frequency ranges,
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infrasound to low end audible (0.01 – 1000 Hz). In this paper, we characterize the response of
three different wind filter types (4- and 10- porous hose rosettes and small fabric dome) in order
to quantify and understand the reduction in non-acoustic noise and impact on signals of interest
from 0.01 to 45 Hz. This characterization is accomplished through assessment of spectral
variability to include linkages to temporal changes and wind speed. In addition, acoustic signals
are quantified through estimation of transfer function and tracking of narrowband spectral
features to understand the physical effects of the wind filters on acoustic signals. These results
provide a basis for selecting wind filter type depending on the sensor setting and the goal of the
experiment. This study is unique in that it focuses on the direct comparisons of infrasound
observations spanning three months with 4-hose, 10-hose and small fabric dome filters subject to
the same weather conditions and complemented by limited wind measurements.

3.3 Data Collection
Characterization of the wind filters requires assessment of observed acoustic signals of
interest under varying meteorological conditions. A 30-week experiment was conducted on the
campus of Southern Methodist University (SMU) in Dallas, Texas to directly compare three
different easily deployable wind filters to a reference sensor with a collocated anemometer
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8 – Overview map of the experiment highlighting the experiment layout, types and
spacing of surrounding buildings, and local vegetation. White box is the area covered by the
inset sensor layout diagram documenting the footprint of each wind filter. The pink and red lines
are the extent of the porous hoses for the 4 and 10 hose wind filters. The orange circle is the
extent of the fabric dome. Center of experiment site location is at latitude 32.845947° and
longitude -96.784058°.

The three wind filters evaluated are 4- and 10-porous hose rosettes and a 1-m diameter fabric
dome (manufactured by Hyperion Technology Group, Inc.). The porous hose rosettes are
constructed with 25 ft long 5/8-in diameter Fiskars open-pore porous hoses, which are laid on the
ground surface and radiate outward from sensor in a star pattern. These hoses are manufactured
with a proprietary mixture, which includes recycled shredded tires, high density polyethylene,
and carbon black. One limitation of these hoses is the variability of performance because they are
not rated for air permeability; the design purpose is for use with water as a garden soaker hose.
Each physical wind filter was instrumented with a Hyperion IFS-3000 sensor with a factory
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calibrated frequency response flat to less than 3dB from 0.01 Hz to 1000 Hz (Hyperion, 2018).
Typical self-noise for the Hyperion IFS 3000 is plotted with the low noise spectra in Figure 9
with the full self-noise spectra available in Marty (2019). An additional reference Hyperion IFS3000 sensor was also recorded. The dome and reference sensors utilized high frequency (HF)
shrouds. The HF shrouds are designed to reduce atmospheric turbulence by spatial averaging
over the area of the sensor thereby improving SNR for high frequency coherent signals. This
shroud has 12 1/6-in holes distributed on the outside of the 6” diameter case. The hose rosette
filters utilize a 4-port garden hose shroud that allows the porous hoses to directly connect to the
sensor. In this experiment, the 4-hose filter connected directly to the shroud, while the 10-hose
filter utilized a 10-hose manifold to expand the number of hose ports. This manifold was
connected to one port on the shroud with a solid hose while the three remaining ports on the
shroud were capped.
The Hyperions were sampled at 100 Hz on a Refraction Technologies, Inc. RT 130-01
digitizer with Global Positioning System (GPS) synchronized time reference. Collocated with the
sensors was a WindSonic 2-dimensional ultrasonic anemometer at 0.5 m elevation that sampled
wind speed and direction once per minute. The Hyperion data were collected from 29 November
2017 to 25 June 2018 (Julian days 333 2017 -176 2018), with anemometer measurements from
30 November to 21 December 2017 (Julian days 334 – 355 2017). Data outages were
experienced for 25% of the experiment with the majority of the outage days occurring from 9
March to 4 April 2018 (Julian days 68 – 94 2018). During this outage, environmental
degradation occurred to the filters that rendered them ineffective for noise mitigation (see
Appendix I), therefore analyses focused on data collected prior to 9 March. This data set is used
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to document the effectiveness of these wind filters under different levels of atmospheric
turbulence and their effects on acoustic signals.

Dome
10 Hose
Reference

4 Hose
Sensor Self Noise

Figure 9 – Upper plot: 10th percentile spectra for each wind filter type with colors representing
wind filter type and the typical self-noise spectra for Hyperion IFS-3000 (Marty, 2019). Lower
plot: 50th percentile spectra for each wind filter type with colors representing wind filter type.
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3.4 Methods
Data analysis focuses on quantifying porous hose rosette and fabric dome performance over
the frequency range from 0.01 to 45 Hz under various wind conditions. The effect of the
different wind filters on both the SNR and signal fidelity as a function of wind conditions is
quantified.
Spectral Variability
Data processing was designed to identify spectral trends observed for each wind filter type.
Trend analysis was completed on one-hour spectra computed using 3-minute Hanning windows
with 10% taper and no overlap motivated by the method of Bowman et. al (2005), used to
develop the IMS infrasound Low Noise model. The non-overlapping windows maintain spectral
resolution while minimizing variance observed in the individual spectral with only 0.003 Pa2/ Hz
difference in variance between non-overlapping windows and 75% overlapping windows.
Probability density functions (PDF) following the approach of McNamara and Buland (2004)
were calculated to quantify temporal variations in seismic noise, but modified to remove data
gaps given the small data sample. The PDF is developed from binning the spectra into 2diminsional normalized histograms with 0.5-dB power bins between -110 to 0 dB for each
frequency bin. The PDFs are subsequently used to examine and quantify the variability of
spectra for the different wind filters.
Wind Effects
An important criterion used to assess the effects of wind on the different wind filter types
was to identify frequency bands in the data where SNR was enhanced. Hedlin et al. (2002;
2003) and Noble et al. (2014) documented that as frequency increases the impact of wind speed
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decreases. Spectra were binned by wind speed with the median spectra of each bin computed.
These median spectra allow comparison of wind filter performance under identical wind
conditions. Direct comparison each filter type to reference was explored through the ratio of the
wind filter to referenced wind speed binned median spectra. These ratios provide insight into the
effectiveness of each filter from 0.01 to 45 Hz at various wind speeds.
Acoustic Signal Observations
The final wind filter characteristic explored is the effect of the physical wind filter on signals.
Analysis focused on determining wind filter magnitude and phase effects and the impact of these
effects on narrowband persistent energy observations. Transfer functions were computed
between the reference sensor versus each wind filter during a one-hour low noise period, when
microbarom peak is clearly visible, to estimate magnitude and phase effects as a function of
frequency. This analysis produced a linear, time-invariant transfer function computed in the
spectral domain from the ratio of the cross spectral density between the reference sensor and a
single wind filter, and the power spectral density of the reference sensor (Vold et al., 1984).
Coherence as a function of frequency is used to determine the frequency range the transfer
functions are valid. This analysis quantifies the magnitude and phase effects as a function of
frequency.
Additional analysis was undertaken to assess how the wind filters affect the detection of
narrowband persistent energy observed in the frequency domain, e.g., microbaroms of 0.1 – 0.3
Hz. Tracking excess power of these narrowband spectral features in hour-long spectra is used to
determine how the physical wind filters enhance acoustic observations. Excess power is
computed as the average power across a center frequency band relative to the power on the
shoulders of the narrowband feature (Table 4). Excess power trends are explored in the
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microbarom band, 1.59 – 1.66 Hz, and 9.8 to 10.5 Hz. An example of different levels of excess
power is given for the infrasound community standard microbarom band is shown in Figure 10.
The center and shoulder frequency bands are determined by visual inspection of the spectra to
quantify the shape and temporal variability of the narrowband spectral peak. Excess power for
each frequency band of interest was evaluated hourly to document temporal trends. Direct
comparison between wind filters was done by estimating the percentage of hours with excess
power above a threshold.

Excess Power Equation:
𝑃-%.)*/0%12$)* + 𝑃344)*/0%12$)*
2
= Average power over the center band frequencies
= Average power over the lower shoulder band frequencies
= Average power over the upper shoulder band frequencies

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟!"#$%&'#()*)+( = 𝑃,)#()*!"#$ −
𝑃,)#()*!"#$
𝑃-%.)*/0%12$)*
𝑃344)*/0%12$)*
Band of Interest
(Hz)
Microbarom
(0.1 - 0.3)
1.59 – 1.66
9.8 – 10.51

Center Band
(Hz)
0.18 – 0.22

Lower Shoulder Band
(Hz)
0.09 – 0.11

Upper Shoulder Band
(Hz)
0.39 – 0.41

1.61 – 1.65
9.8 – 10.51

1.46 – 1.48
9 – 9.7

1.78 – 1.80
10.6 – 11.3

Table 4 – Description of excess power detector and associated frequency bands for each band of
interest.
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Figure 10 – Example of the narrowband excess power calculation for the microbarom band. The
dark grey highlights the center band and light grey highlight the shoulder bands. The spectra are
examples different levels of excess power, 0 dB (blue), 6 dB (red), and 16 dB (black).

3.5 Results
The techniques described in the methods section are applied to data recorded using the three
wind filters (4- and 10-porous hose and fabric dome) and reference. The goal is to quantify
similarities and differences in the wind filters’ individual capabilities to suppress varying wind
noise and enhance acoustic signals. Analysis focuses on the 86 days (Julian Days 333 – 341,
2017; 349 – 365, 2017; 1 – 2, 2018; 6 – 7, 2018; 9 – 16, 2018; 18 – 24, 2018 and 27 – 67, 2018)
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with wind effect analysis completed over 16 days (Julian Days 333 – 341, 2017 and 349 – 355,
2017) when collocated wind speed measurements were collected.

Spectral Variability
Spectral variability is documented using three spectral visualizations: 1) PDFs which capture
the distribution of spectral power over the duration of the experiment; 2) 10th and 50th percentile
spectra to illustrate low and average noise conditions and trends for each filter type; and 3)
Histograms of spectra power to highlight temporal relationships.
The spectral variability over the duration of the experiment is explored through comparison
of PDFs for the reference sensor and each wind filter in Figure 11. At frequencies between 0.1
and 1 Hz, the two hose filters improve the SNR as illustrated by clear observations of the
microbarom peak under varying wind conditions whereas the dome filter and reference record
this feature only at times of low background noise. Below 1 Hz, the hose filters provide up to a
1.5 times enhancement of spectral power compared to the dome filter. The 10-hose version
yields the greatest enhancement at frequencies less than 1 Hz. Above 4 Hz, the hoses begin to
attenuate the signal by 1.8 times relative to the dome filter. At frequencies between 28 and 45
Hz, the median separates into two groups ranked from lowest to highest power, i.e., 10 and 4
hose filters, dome, and reference. For frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz, all PDFs have similar
downward trending shapes with narrowband persistent spectral features at 1.6, 5.3, and 9.8 to
10.51 Hz. Above 10 Hz, each wind filter has a different trend with frequency with the dome filter
and reference sensor remaining relatively flat while the hose filters decay up to 16 dB. The
PDFs illustrate the effectiveness of the porous hose rosettes in enhancing signals below 1 Hz. At
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frequencies from 1 to 10 Hz, the overall shape of the PDFs are similar for all wind filter types,
with the highest probabilities densities from the dome.

Figure 11 – Probability density functions were computed over 86 days of spectra for each wind
filter type. The PDFs are 2-diminsional normalized histograms with 0.5-dB power bins between 110 to 0 dB for each frequency bin. Visual references were added to each figure to allow for
direct comparison of plots, a light grey horizontal line at -40 dB, light grey vertical lines at 0.2,
1.6, and 10 Hz, short black vertical lines at 0.1 and 1 Hz, and short horizontal line ranging from
28 – 45 Hz. The median of each PDF is plotted in black. Upper left: Reference Sensor. Lower
left: Dome. Upper right: 10-Hose filter. Lower right: 4-Hose filter. The colorbar indicates the
probability at a specific frequency that a power and frequency combination will occur.
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The PDFs revealed low noise outliers in the two hose filter PDFs, which were not present in
the dome and reference PDFs. It is hypothesized these are associated with the hose or hose pores
filling with water, strongly attenuating signals. To explore this theory, local rain and dew
conditions were obtained from the Dallas Love Field Airport meteorological station, which
yielded 304 hours with moisture (NNDC, 2020). Figure 12 shows analysis comparing nomoisture times to all spectra. The PDF of the 10-hose no-moisture spectra reduces the number of
outliers associated with strong attenuation. Histograms of average power over the 1-5 Hz
frequency band were compared for all spectra to no-moisture spectra. The no-moisture histogram
has fewer low energy estimates compared to the complete data set. No-moisture spectra retain
some outliers which may be associated with water from campus sprinklers. Howard et al. (2007)
observed similar attenuation from hose filters during periods of rainfall. This analysis indicates
that the prevailing moisture conditions for an experiment need to be accounted for when
selecting a wind filter type.
The 10th (low noise) and 50th (average noise) percentile spectra, computed from the 86-day
spectra, highlight frequency bands that are affected by each filter under low and average noise
conditions (Figure 9). Three striking differences between the low and average noise spectra are:
1) the presence of the microbarom peak on the low noise spectra on all wind filter types, while
during average noise conditions only the 10-hose filter observed a 0.5 dB peak; 2) A minimum
of 10 dB increase in spectral power from low to average noise spectra; and 3) Above 5.3 Hz, the
spectra in both low and average noise conditions separate into two distinct groups. These groups
are 4- and 10-hose rosettes spectra and the dome and reference spectra. The separation of these
groups decreases as overall noise level increases with a separation of 10 dB for the low noise and
5 dB for the average noise spectra. Based on analysis of the low and average noise conditions,
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the 10-hose filter yields improvement in SNR down to 0.2 Hz, while providing enough spatial
sampling to improve SNR of spectral peaks at higher frequencies. The reduction in the
effectiveness of spatial sampling provided by the 4-hose filter causes a decrease in spectral peak
amplitudes starting above 1.6 Hz. The dome filter provides enhancement of spectral peaks
between 1 Hz to 5 Hz over the reference sensor.
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Figure 12 – Left: Histogram of the average spectral power over the frequency band 1 – 5 Hz for
all time (blue) and times when no moisture (red) would be on the hoses, i.e. no dew or rainfall.
Right: 10-hose filter PDF computed with only no moisture spectra with a horizontal line at -40
dB and vertical lines at 0.2, 1.6, and 10 Hz for comparison purposes. The median of the PDF is
plotted in black. The PDF is a 2-diminsional normalized histograms with 0.5-dB power bins
between -110 to 0 dB for each frequency bin. The colorbar indicates the probability at a specific
frequency that a power and frequency combination will occur.

Temporal (day vs night) spectra variability is documented in Figure 13. Histograms were
computed for average spectral power for day (6AM – 6PM local) and night (6PM – 6AM local)
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at three frequency bands, 0.1 - 0.3 Hz, 0.9 - 1.1 Hz, and 11.5 - 11.7 Hz on the reference sensor.
The 0.1 – 0.3 Hz and 0.9 -1.1 Hz bands clearly show increases in lower power observations
during night, while the 11.5 - 11.7 Hz band overlay with the medians within 1.5 dB. The greatest
influence of day vs night conditions is in the 0.9 – 1.1 Hz band with a median difference of 13
dB with the lowest spectral power observed at night. Similar analysis was completed for
weekday vs weeknight with only a 1 to 2 dB difference in the noise floor observed. The nighttime periods produced an overall reduction in spectral power, with narrowband spectral signals
exceeding background noise thresholds. The day vs night temporal spectral variability provides
insight into the interpretation of the narrowband persistent spectral detector results presented
later in the paper.
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Figure 13 – Histograms of average spectra power for three frequency bands based on time of
day. Day time spectra estimates are between 6AM and 6PM local time (blue) and frequency
night time spectra estimates are between 6PM to 6AM local time (red)). Left plot is 0.1 – 0.3
Hz, middle plot is 0.9 – 1.1 Hz, and right plot is 11.5 – 11.7 Hz. The horizontal bar marks the
25th to 75th percentile and the vertical bar marks the 50th percentile above each histogram.
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This analysis of spectral variability highlights frequency bands where each filter is effective.
The 10-hose filter provides the greatest signal enhancement for frequencies below 1 Hz while
increasing spectral amplitudes of peaks at higher frequencies. The 4-hose filter provides similar
improvement at frequencies below 1 Hz, but the reduced spatial sampling decreases observed
spectral peaks at higher frequencies. One significant drawback of hoses, highlighted through the
PDF analysis, is the attenuation of signals observed under conditions with moisture either on or
in the hoses. During average noise conditions, the dome filter provides enhanced SNR from 0.5
to 5 Hz compared to the reference sensor.
Wind Effects
Analysis presented below investigates the effectiveness of the three wind filters at various
wind speeds to enhance SNR for acoustic signals. Data analysis focused on the 16 days (Julian
Days 333 – 341, 2017; 349 – 355, 2017) with collocated 0.5 m elevation wind speed data, which
yielded 382 one-hour spectra for analysis. These spectra were binned into 8 wind speed bins
(percentage of total spectra per bin): 0 – 0.2 m/s (6%), 0.2 – 0.4 m/s (9%), 0.4 – 0.6 m/s (23%),
0.6 – 0.8 m/s (27%), 0.8 – 1.0 m/s (16%), 1.0 – 1.2 m/s (8%), 1.2 – 1.4 m/s (8%), and >1.4 m/s
(3%). The maximum wind speed observed was 4.4 m/s. The median spectra of each wind speed
bin were computed (Figure 14). The median spectra demonstrate that as wind speeds increase,
the spectral power below 4.5 Hz increases. There are several persistent spectral features at 0.1 –
0.3 (microbarom), 1.6, 5.3, and 9.8 – 10.51 Hz that provide data for comparison between wind
filters and wind conditions. The microbarom peak is observed by all sensors up to 0.4 m/s. As
wind speeds increase, the hose filters observe the peak until 0.6 m/s and 0.8 m/s for 4- and 10hose filters, respectively. The persistent peak at 1.6 Hz is observed by the reference up to 0.6
m/s, dome up to 1 m/s, and both hose filters up to 1.4 m/s. The feature at 5.3 Hz is visible on the
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three wind filters for all wind speeds, but the reference is obscured by winds over 1.2 m/s. The
feature at 9.8-10.51 Hz is a double peak separated by less than 1 Hz. The first peak (9.9 Hz) is
observed at all wind speeds with a second peak at 10.5 Hz observed at wind speeds 0 – 0.2 m/s
and 1.2 – 1.4 m/s. When the second peak is observed the first peak shifts up in frequency to 10
Hz. This result suggests a more complex source-wind speed relationship, so the narrowband
spectral analysis of this feature will be treated as a range of frequencies that encompass 9.9 to
10.5 Hz. Overall, this spectral analysis highlights the effect of wind speed on the overall noise
floor for each filter type. In the microbarom and 1.6 Hz spectral peaks, the hose filters provide
the greatest mitigation of wind noise yielding up to a 6 dB reduction in noise. For the 5.3 Hz
peak, the wind filters provide some noise mitigation when compared to the reference sensor
which limits observation to wind velocities below 1.2 m/s. For the 10 Hz peak, the wind filters
no longer provide benefit to resolving persistent spectral peaks during time periods of higher
wind velocities.
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Figure 14 – Median spectra computed for each wind speed bin (color of line). This analysis is
based on 382 hrs when there were collocated wind speed measurements. Upper left: Reference
sensor. Lower left: Dome filter. Upper Right: 10-hose filter. Lower Right: 4-hose filter.

Further analysis was completed on the binned median spectra to highlight the differences
between the reference sensor and each wind filter. The ratio of the wind filter to reference binned
median spectra were computed (Figure 15). These ratios provide a method for direct comparison
of the wind filters to the reference. At lowest wind speed, the differences are negligible, below 5
Hz for the hose filters and 8.5 Hz for the dome. As wind speed increases, these ratios
demonstrate the frequency bands where these filters are effective and the level of SNR
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improvement expected. These improvements are associated with the physical area sampled by
the filters as well as the filter materials. An example of this effect is observed on the hose filter
roll-off between 5 and 10 Hz for the 4-and 10-hose filters which attenuate by 7 dB and 4 dB,
respectively. These differences could either be associated with the number of samples per area (4
hoses versus 10 hoses) or the variance in porosity for the sets of hoses since the hoses are not
calibrated for air. The hose filters reduce the noise floor by a minimum of 5 dB from 0.16 Hz up
to 5 Hz, where attenuation starts to occur from the physical dimensions of the hose. Given the
smaller foot print of the dome filter, it limits the reduction of the noise floor by a minimum of 5
dB from 1 to 5 Hz. This analysis provides insight into the effective frequency bands for each
wind filter.
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Figure 15 – Ratio of wind speed binned median spectra for each wind filter to reference.
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Acoustic Signal Observations
The effects of the wind filters on signals are estimated calculating the transfer functions
between the reference sensor and each wind filter type in order to estimate phase and magnitude
effects as a function of frequency. The transfer functions were computed during time periods
with the greatest excess power in the microbarom band (quietest time during experiment with an
average wind speed of 0.14 m/s) on the reference sensor (Figure 16), 16.7 dB at 07 Dec 2017
(Julian Day 341) 0000 – 0100 local time. Before estimating the transfer functions and coherence,
a 0.03 Hz high pass 4 pole Butterworth filter was applied to the data to suppress 20 sec window
edge effects, which leads to a roll off 0.15 Hz observed in the coherence and magnitude. From
0.15 to 47 Hz, the hose filters have coherences above 0.85. The dome coherence falls below 0.85
at 15.5 Hz and decreases to zero at 43 Hz; therefore, all magnitude and phase data above 43 Hz
are removed. The median spectra for each filter during this time period have similar shapes and
are identical from 0.12 to 5.5 Hz. Above 5.5 Hz the reference/dome and hose spectra separate.
The dome filter between 0.15 and 10 Hz has magnitude estimates that are within 2 dB of the
reference sensor with an average phase shift of zero degrees. Above 10 Hz, there are variations
in phase and magnitude consistent with the fall-off of coherence to below 0.8. This difference is
expected as the spacing between the dome and the other sensors is 5.5 m which has a quarter
wavelength for 15.6 Hz. As waves propagate over this distance, a natural phase shift in the
wavefront occurs thereby reducing the coherence compared to both the reference and dome.
Despite this reduction, it is hypothesized the spectral power in the frequencies above 10 Hz
remain correlated. The 4-hose filter has phase and magnitude effects beginning at 0.2 Hz
reaching a phase shift lag of 50° and magnitude reduction of 8.8 dB at 10 Hz. Between 10 Hz
and 16 Hz, the phase shift decreases to -16° with a magnitude reducing of 5.6 dB. Finally, at 28
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Hz the maximum phase shift lag is 70° with a 9.0 dB reduction in magnitude. The 10-hose has
similar-shaped magnitude and phase responses with the two greatest phase shifts of -38° and -49°
at 10 Hz and 28 Hz respectively. The hose filters have the greatest phase and magnitude effects,
which is hypothesized to be related to the area sampled by the filter. In Appendix II, this analysis
is extended to investigate variability of the porous hose transfer function over the duration of the
experiment with discussion of implications to waveform fidelity.
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16Hz 28Hz

Figure 16 – Transfer function analysis for quietest time during experiment, 07 Dec 2017 00000100 (local time). Upper plot: Coherence computed for each wind filter type versus the reference
sensor. Upper middle plot: Spectra for each wind filter type and reference sensor. Lower middle
plot: Magnitude of transfer function for each wind filter type versus the reference sensor. Lower
plot: Phase shift of the transfer functions for each wind filter type versus the reference sensor.
The red line denotes the zero line.
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Differences between the wind filters are further highlighted by analysis of narrowband
spectral features observed at different frequencies. Three spectral features are investigated, i.e.,
the microbarom peak from 0.1 – 0.3 Hz, a peak at 1.59 – 1.66 Hz, and a third set of peaks
between 9.8 – 10.51 Hz (Table 1). Multiple narrowband spectral features are observed in the 9.8
to 10.51 Hz band with the specific frequencies varying over time with a relationship to wind
speed (described in the wind effect analysis). The excess power method was applied to determine
the percent of hours when each feature is above 6 dB threshold for all frequency bands
investigated. This threshold was selected based on the analysis completed by McComas et al.
(2018) that identified structural infrasound signals in this identical environment approximately 6
dB above background noise. Based on the spectral variability and wind speed exploration, it is
expected that the microbaroms will be most often observed on the hose filters. During daytime
there is an increase in spectral power (i.e. noise, Figure 13), which leads to a reduction in
percentage of hours with detections (Figure 17). The 10-hose filter yields the greatest detection
percentages across all frequency bands. The reference sensor provides the lower detection bound
for the microbarom and 1.59 – 1.66 Hz frequency bands, but at highest frequency band (9.8 –
10.51 Hz) this sensor yields the second highest detection percentage. The dome and 4-hose filters
have a similar performance for the microbarom and 1.59 – 1.66 Hz band, but at the highest
frequency band provides no improvement over the reference sensor. The performance of the
wind filters is frequency dependent based on this analysis of narrow spectral sources. The 10hose filter produced the best detection results across all frequency bands investigated.
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Figure 17 – The percent of hours with excess power greater the 6 dB vs local time over three
frequency bands. Color indicates wind filter type.

3.6 Conclusion
While seismometers can be buried to reduce the effect of atmospheric noise on
measurements, infrasound sensors sit directly at the surface and are impacted by atmospheric
effects. Distinguishing signals from noise often relies on array processing, but mechanical
solutions that reduce the noise can further improve signal detection. The challenge with noise
reduction techniques is that they can introduce distortions to the pressure measurements, which
are often not quantified. In practice, the use of mechanical wind reduction systems by the
community remains somewhat ad hoc (e.g. USArray Transportable Array), with different groups
often using their own preferred solutions. There remains a need to address different noise
reduction approaches in a more systematic way by quantifying the impact of each filter on signal
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detectability and distortion under similar and documented noise conditions. This paper is a step
towards this goal, describing several methods for assessing wind reduction systems, and applying
these to an initial small-scale experiment.
The analysis from this experiment provides insight into how wind filters perform in an urban
setting covering frequencies from 0.01 – 45 Hz and specific analysis of narrowband spectral
features. The 10-hose filter provides signal improvements across the microbarom, 1.6 Hz, and
9.8-10.51 Hz double peak frequency bands with up to a 27% improvement in detection of excess
power over the reference sensor and increases in narrowband spectral peak amplitudes at wind
speeds up to 1.4 m/s. The 10-hose filter showed consistent improvement over the reference filter
whereas the 4-hose filter showed improvements up to 5 Hz over the reference sensor. However,
these filter types have 3 significant drawbacks for urban settings: 1) The area required to install
25 ft porous hoses; 2) The environmental and anthropogenic wear that significantly reduced the
performance of the filters over the last 81 days of the experiment; and 3) Significant attenuation
of energy during times with moisture on or in the hoses associated with periods of rain or dew
and possibly activation of a sprinkler system. The attenuation effect is hypothesized to occur
when the pores of the hose are filled with water thereby reducing the transmission of energy over
the spatial filter. Additionally, these filters introduce phase shifts with a minimum of 1.7° at 0.18
Hz extending up to a maximum of 70° at 28 Hz accompanied by a 10-dB reduction in signal
magnitude, which can impact the assessment of sources that extend across broad frequencies,
infrasound to low end audible (0.01 – 43 Hz). These effects could be mitigated if a transfer
function could be estimated and applied to the data. The dome filter produced no phase shifts or
magnitude changes, but similar to the hoses they suffer from environmental and anthropogenic
wear. In addition, these filters have a higher profile that stands out in urban space drawing
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increased human interest. The dome filter produces up to a 15% improvement in detection of
excess power for frequencies at or less than 1.6 Hz and increases narrowband spectral peak
amplitudes at wind speeds less than 1.2 m/s compared to the reference sensor. For frequencies
around 10 Hz, the reference sensor yields a 35% improvement in detection of excess power over
the dome filter.
This analysis provides a possible template for assessing wind filter performance and ultimate
selection of a wind filter for an experiment. If the primary goal of the experiment is to capture
true signal fidelity, the dome and no filter options minimize the phase and magnitude effects on
the measured signal. If the phase and magnitude effects for hoses were well characterized and
stable, these effects could be taken into account through application of a transfer function during
data analysis.
Alternatively, if the primary goal of the experiment is to maximize excess power detections
from narrowband signals then the following recommendations are suggested. If space is
available accompanied by a low probability of moisture, 10-hose noise reduction provides the
most consistent improvement over the reference sensor up to 45 Hz. If signals of interest are
between 1 and 5 Hz and the experiment site is space constrained, the dome provides some
improvement and mitigation of non-acoustic energy. Above 5 Hz, there is negligible difference
between the dome filter and reference. Thus, selecting the proper wind filter for an experiment or
monitoring environment depends on the goal of the experiment, signals of interest, expected
weather conditions, and space availability (Table 5).
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Wind Filter Type
HF Shroud
10-Hose

-

Dome

-

4-Hose

Attributes
Positive
Negative
No phase or magnitude distortion - No signal enhancement
Minimal space required
No environmental degradation
Provides signal amplitude
- Magnitude and phase distortions,
enhancement from 0.16 to 5 Hz
but if they are well characterized
and has minimal attenuation of
and stable over duration of
energy from 5 – 45 Hz
experiment these effects can be
accounted for during analysis
- Large foot-print to needed to
install sensor
- Environmental degradation can
affect performance over time
- Moisture on hoses strongly
attenuates observations
No phase and magnitude
- Environmental degradation can
distortion
affect performance over time
Minimal space required
Provides some reduction in noise
between 1 – 5 Hz

- Provides signal enhancement up
from 0.16 to 5 Hz

- Magnitude and phase distortions,
but if they are well characterized
and stable over duration of
experiment these effects can be
accounted for during analysis
- Large foot-print to needed to
install sensor
- Environmental degradation can
affect performance over time
- Moisture on hoses strongly
attenuates observations

Table 5 – Comparison of positive and negative wind filter attributes.

3.7 Lessons Learned
For future studies, we suggest the following additional observations as a result of questions
raised during analysis of the present study:
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1) Install a camera that covers the instrumentation to capture weathering of the wind
filters.
2) Increase the sampling frequency and time over which there are collocated
meteorological measurements in order to provide a more in-depth wind effect analysis.
3) Conduct periodic signal analysis to detect the first signs of filter degradation so that
careful inspection of the filters may be done.
4) Record times of irrigation or conduct experiments to validate irrigation observations

Future research is needed to: 1) Quantify the effects of moisture on porous hose in a
controlled experiment to capture the change in porosity of the hose when exposed to moisture; 2)
Direct comparison of concurrently deployed rural and urban wind filters with wind
measurements collected at multiple levels and sampled at high frequency in order to understand
whether intensified turbulence expected in urban spaces have a reduced scale length therefore
making the wind noise coherent at different frequencies (Bowne and Ball, 1970); 3) A long-term
study to quantify how the phase and magnitude effects of hose filters evolve over time; and 4)
Quantification of the turbulence field expected in an urban setting to start to understand the
effectiveness of wind filters in these environments. Additional analysis of the complementary
data would provide greater insight into the effectiveness and limitations of the various wind filter
types.
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CHAPTER 4
QUANTIFYING LOW-FREQUENCY ACOUSTIC FIELDS IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

The following manuscript is prepared for submission as McComas, S., S. Arrowsmith, C.
Hayward, B. Stump, M. H. McKenna Taylor. (202X), “Quantifying Low-Frequency Acoustic
Fields in Urban Environments,” Geophysical International Journal, planned submission Summer
2021.
4.1 Abstract
Infrasound observations contain incoherent noise, coherent noise, and signals of interest. The
design of an infrasound array to target sources of interest requires a quantification of array
response, individual sensor response, propagation effects (topography and meteorological
conditions), signal spectrum and the noise environment. The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
community has spent significant effort in quantifying the acoustic field in rural environments for
frequencies up to 7 Hz. Given that the nuclear monitoring and tactical infrasound community
have growing interests in monitoring sources in or near populated regions, there is an emergent
need to measure and understand acoustic fields in these environments. This paper focuses on
quantification of the acoustic field in three different urban environments: (1) Arrays installed
within Dallas, Texas, a metropolitan area; (2) An array installed at the rural-suburban interface
near San Diego, CA; and (3) An array installed in a small city with multiple major transportation
corridors, Vicksburg, MS. A minimum of five months of data was recorded and used for each
site characterization. The analysis focuses on frequencies from 0.1 – 45 Hz. The quantification
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of the data from these three sites is accomplished with statistical noise models that capture the
total ambient acoustic field, separation of the coherent portion of the field, and trend analysis to
link temporal and seasonal variations to wind speed and anthropogenic trends. The resulting
physical interpretation demonstrates that the total acoustic field in urban regions is overall higher
and inversely related to number of coherent detections observed on the array. Furthermore, this
study presents an analysis framework for characterizing additional urban arrays and provides a
basis for array site selection for future installations.

4.2 Introduction
Arrays of infrasound sensors are used to record the acoustic wavefield, which contains
signals of interest as well as ambient noise that can be both coherent and incoherent depending
on the spacing of the sensors. The efficacy of signal detection is dependent on the strength of the
coherent signal rising above background noise across an infrasound array. Quantification of the
acoustic field’s statistical properties, including the minimum and maximum spectral power,
provides an initial basis from which to assess an infrasound array’s detection threshold.
Understanding this detection capability as a function of sensor spacing impacts the design of a
single array or a network of arrays designed to monitor specific sources of interest. One network
example is the network of International Monitoring System (IMS) infrasound arrays which are
designed as a sparse global network dedicated to monitor nuclear explosions at regional (1001000 km) to global (>1000 km) distances in support of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban
Treaty (Christie and Campus, 2010; Arrowsmith and ReVelle, 2007). In order to maximize array
performance to meet monitoring goals, the associated ambient noise fields were quantified
including the characterization of the coherent noise, sometimes called clutter, and the incoherent
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noise (Brown et al. 2014; Bowman et al. 2005, 2007 and 2009; Hedlin et al. 2002; Matoza et al.
2013). Typically, IMS arrays have been installed in quiet, rural areas limiting the
characterization of ambient acoustic noise to such settings. Future IMS infrasound arrays may
not all be located in quiet, rural environments given that there are arrays under construction or
planned near populated areas such as Beijing, China and Tehran, Iran (CTBTO, 2020). When
these arrays become operational, it will be crucial to understand how urban environments affect
the ambient acoustic field and impact detections of signals of interest. The research reported in
this paper quantifies the similarities and differences of acoustic fields in three urban settings
using a framework designed to characterize the total and coherent portions of the acoustic field.
In addition to the needs of the nuclear monitoring community, there is interest in designing
tactical infrasound arrays to monitor lower energy and/or higher frequency sources such as
vehicles (ground and air), impulsive sources, and steady state sources (bridges and structures) at
local propagation distances (0-100km) (McComas et al. 2016 and 2018; Stubbs et al. 2005;
Whitlow et al. 2019). Given the shorter propagation distances and possible locations of sources
of interest, these arrays may require installation in or near urban settings which can contain a
diverse set of sources as well as a complex acoustic noise field. At these closer distances, both
coherent noise sources or clutter and signals of interest propagate along direct and tropospheric
refracted paths controlled by the highly variable meteorological conditions below the jet stream
(~10 km). Dynamic winds in the atmospheric boundary layer and topography further complicate
the ambient acoustic fields (Kim et al., 2018; Attenborough, 2002; Embleton, 1996; Chessell,
1976; Ingard, 1953; McKenna et al., 2012). These acoustic fields need to be characterized in
order to design optimum arrays and develop tools to monitor sources of interest.
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Ambient acoustic fields have traditionally been characterized for rural infrasound array
deployments using data collected by IMS infrasound arrays (Bowman et al., 2005 and 2007;
Brown et al., 2014; Hedlin et al., 2002; Matoza et al., 2013). These studies typically define the
ambient acoustic field observed on a single infrasound sensor for frequencies below 7 Hz based
on the need to detect impulsive source signals (usually explosions). Statistical noise models
based on Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimates from multiple years of data are used. These
long-term analyses document temporal, seasonal, and meteorological variations in the noise
(Bowman et al., 2005, 2007 and 2009; Brown et al., 2014; Hedlin et al., 2002). There are a
limited number of additional studies that focus on the coherent portion of the ambient acoustic
field and its impact on detection thresholds (Matoza et al., 2013).
Higher frequency (6.3 to 20k Hz) data have been used to a limited extent to characterize the
ambient acoustic field in urban settings (Albert and Decato, 2017). One-third octave acoustic
noise estimates were developed using one-hour intervals covering three days under similar traffic
conditions. Noise measurements were collected with two Norsonic Model 118, integrating sound
level meters at several locations in Baltimore, MD, and Waikiki, HI. Albert et al. (2017)
collected urban measurements at seven different settings as defined by Ellefsen (1987), i.e., city
core, city residential, city commercial, outlying high rise, industrial yard, and construction.
Observed noise levels were within 5 to 20 dB of each other except for the construction setting,
which had a ~ 25 dB increase over city core noise levels in the frequency band from 20 to 120
Hz. This study focused only on daytime urban measurements and thus did not completely
characterize the ambient noise field in the urban settings over an extended time period.
Ambient noise is not only controlled by the level of urbanization near the measurement site,
but also the propagation medium. Meteorological and atmospheric conditions vary with time
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impacting wave propagation, which can be characterized by the effective sound speed profile
through a layered atmosphere (McKisic, 1997). The effective sound speed profile controls the
turning height of the acoustic energy and thus the range of effect of noise sources. The turning
height of coherent acoustic energy can be assessed under some circumstances using the observed
phase velocity of a signal as it moves across an infrasound array. Direct comparison of
meteorological conditions to acoustic field is needed to unwind the time varying propagation
effects from the urban effects on the acoustic field.
An increasing number of arrays have been installed in and near urban settings (CTBTO,
2020; McComas et al. 2016 and 2018; McKenna et al., 2021; Whitlow et al. 2019). It is expected
that such arrays will be impacted by an increased level of coherent clutter signals and a decrease
in the signal-to-noise ratio, which will make identifying a specific source more difficult. Thus,
this paper focuses on characterization of the acoustic field from 0.1 – 45 Hz as observed in three
different urban environments: Dallas, Texas (~12 months); San Diego, California (~5 months);
and Vicksburg, Mississippi (~10 months). The characterization includes the estimation of the
ambient statistical noise model for each environment and the separation of the coherent portion
of the acoustic field followed by trend analysis paired with meteorological conditions. The goal
of the research is to document the observed variability of acoustic field observed across three
urban environments, identify the critical physical processes that contribute to the signals, and
develop an analysis framework for additional studies.

4.3 Data Sets
Three data sets were selected from the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development
Center (ERDC) infrasound data repository to explore how urban environments impact acoustic
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fields as recorded on infrasound arrays. All the data sets were recorded in or near populated areas
and operated for a minimum of one meteorological season to allow for temporal trend analysis.
Data were collected in Dallas, TX; on the outskirts of San Diego, CA; and in Vicksburg, MS.
These locations represent three different urban environments with the Dallas arrays installed
within a metropolitan area, the San Diego array installed at the rural-suburban interface, i.e., near
a major city; and the Vicksburg array installed in a small city with multiple major transportation
corridors.

Dallas, Texas
Dallas data was collected on the campus of Southern Methodist University (SMU) as part of
a collaborative research effort between the U.S. Army ERDC and SMU. The initial motivation
for the data collection was to investigate non-traditional methods for installing infrasound arrays
in urban settings (McComas et al. 2018). Two arrays were installed, Moody and Multi-Rooftop,
across the rooftops of the SMU campus in July 2012, and operated for approximately one year
(Table 6 and Figure 18). The Moody array was a five-element centered-square with a 38 m
aperture located on the rooftop of the Moody Coliseum at an elevation of 14 m and designed to
monitor local sources. The Multi-Rooftop array was distributed on five rooftops (elevations
ranging from 8 m to 16 m) across the campus to roughly form a five-element centered-cross with
a 120 m aperture designed for monitoring more distant sources. Each array element used a
Chaparral model 2.5 sensor operated at low gain with a wind filter consisting or seven ~8-m
porous hoses laid in a star pattern. The data were sampled at 40 and 200 Hz with Refraction
Technologies, Inc. RT 130-01 digitizers.
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Array Name
Dallas Moody
Dallas Multi-Rooftop
San Diego
Vicksburg

Dates of Array Deployment
Calendar Date
Julian Days
3 July 2012 – 6 Mar 2013
185 2012 – 065 2013
3 July 2012 – 2 July 2013
185 2012 – 183 2013
9 January – 9 June 2014
009 – 160 2014
24 July 2019 – 17 May 2020
205 2019 – 138 2020

Data Outage
28%
41%
4%
9%

Table 6 – Data availability at each array.

Figure 18 – Overview map for Dallas area with an inset map of the Multi-rooftops and Moody
arrays. Red tringle on overview map indicates array location. Red triangle on inset array layout
indicates sensor position.
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The SMU campus is located in a heavily populated urban environment, approximately 4 km
north of downtown Dallas (population 1.207 million). The immediate area around the campus
contains residential, commercial, light manufacturing, a six-lane highway, light rail tracks, midrise buildings, and large bridges. This data set characterizes a major city environment for
studying the acoustic field with the potential of numerous coherent signals accompanied with
complex meteorology, including the urban heat island effect.
San Diego, California
The San Diego array was deployed at Otay Lake County Park with a collaboration between
the U.S. Army ERDC and the University of California San Diego (UCSD). The array was
operated 08 January – 09 June 2014 (Julian date 08 – 160 2014) and captured winter-to-spring
seasonal variability (Table 6 and Figure 19). The omnidirectional array consisted of a fiveelement cross pattern with a 56 m aperture. Each element was instrumented with an IML Model
ST sensor connected to a wind filter created with four ~15-m porous hoses laid in a star pattern.
The IML Model ST sensors typically have a low frequency cut-off at 2 Hz, but the sensors used
in this array were tuned to extend the low frequency cut-off to 1 Hz. The data were digitized on a
Refraction Technologies, Inc. RT 130-01 sampled at 100 Hz.
Otay Lake Park is situated at the interface between a rural and suburban setting. The park is
located on the outskirts of Chula Vista, CA (population 268,920) and is 25 km southeast of
downtown San Diego, CA (population 1.41 million). The park is at the base of the foothills of
Otay Mountain with an elevation of 1086 m and is bordered by Otay Lake reservoir. The
reservoir is formed by a concreate arch gravity dam. Across Otay Lake is San Miguel Mountain
with an elevation of 781m and Jamul Mountain with an elevation of 627 m. These mountains
extend horizontal surrounding the array, San Miguel and Jamul Mountains extend from
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backazimuth 330º – 40º and Otay Mountain extends from 55º – 150 º. The area to the north and
west of the array is a mixture of residential and commercial buildings, while to the south is
dominated by industrial and manufacturing activities. Directly south of the array is the Otay
Mesa Port of Entry, which serves as a primary commercial truck traffic link between the U.S.
and Mexico. In addition, the Pacific Ocean is located 20 km due west of the array. The San
Diego data sets were designed to provide insight into how the acoustic field is affected at the
edge of a highly urbanized setting.

Figure 19 – Overview map for San Diego area with inset of the array layout. Red tringle on
overview map indicates array location. Red triangle on inset array layout indicates sensor
position.
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Vicksburg, Mississippi
The Vicksburg data set was collected by the continuously operating research infrasound array
at the U. S. Army ERDC Waterways Experiment Station campus. The data set used in this study
was from 24 July 2019 - 17 May 2020 (Julian Day 205 2019 – 138 2020) when the array
configuration remained constant (Table 6 and Figure 20). The array is deployed in a five-element
cross pattern with an aperture of 49 m. Each array element consists of a Hyperion IFS 5000
sensor with a high frequency shroud covered with a collapsible 1-m dome covered with a woven
polypropylene material (similar to material used for trampolines) fitted over a weather-worn 1-m
diameter fabric dome. Both dome filters were manufactured by Hyperion Technology Group,
Inc. The array was sampled at 500 Hz with a Refraction Technologies, Inc. RT 130-01 digitizer.
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Figure 20 – Overview map of the Vicksburg area with inset of the array layout. Red tringle on
overview map indicates array location. Red triangle on inset array layout indicates sensor
position.

Vicksburg, MS (population 22,332) is a small city located on a bluff that overlooks the
confluence of the Mississippi and Yazoo Rivers and dissected by Interstate 20 (I-20). The
Mississippi River is a busy shipping throughfare for goods traveling through the middle of
United States on large barge trains pushed by tugboats. Beyond river traffic, I-20 is a major eastwest highway that connects western Texas to eastern South Carolina. The interstate is heavily
trafficked by semi-trailer trucks and passenger vehicles. The Vicksburg, MS site offers small city
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background noise with a mixture of noise contributions from the river and highway traffic
(McKenna et al., 2021).
Local Meteorological Data
Beyond the data from the individual arrays, local meteorological conditions were used for
analysis and interpretation of results. This meteorological data was collected from
Meteorological Aviation reports (METAR) at the closest airport to each array site listed in Table
7 (ASOS Network, 2021). Given the strong relationship between wind speed and spectral power,
as wind speeds increase the spectral power for frequencies below 1 Hz increases, the wind speed
and direction data points were harvested from these reports. The reports provide wind speed and
direction measured at approximately 10 m elevation and averaged over 10 mins prior to reporting
with the Vicksburg station typically providing three readings per hour and the San Diego and
Dallas stations typically providing one reading per hour (Clark et al. 2018; NOAA et al. 1998).
The Vicksburg airport had an outage from October 15 2019 – January 15 2020. Table 8
summarizes the wind conditions observed for the time periods of each array data set. The wind
speed is characterized by median and median absolute deviations (MAD) summarized by season
of year and time of day. The wind direction is estimated over the same periods as wind speed,
but is characterized by the mode of the reported directions.
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Dallas Love Field

Distance and Direction
from Array Toward
Airport
6.5 km W

Brown Field
Vicksburg Municipal Airport

6 km SW
9 km SW

Array
Dallas Moody and MultiRooftop
San Diego
Vicksburg

Airport

Table 7 – Distances and direction from airport to array.

Median Wind Speed (m/s) / MAD
Array Name

Season
Dallas
Moody

Dallas MultiRooftop

Summer

3.6 / 1

3.6 / 1

0/0

Fall

4.1 / 2.1

4.1 / 2.1

1.5 /1.5

Winter

4.1 / 1.5

4.1 / 1.5

2.1 / 1

3.1 / 1.5

5.1 / 2.1

2.6 / 1

2.6 / 1.5

Spring
Summer 2013

San Diego

Vicksburg

5.1 / 1

Time of Day
Day (0600 – 1800 local time)

4.1 / 1.5

4.1 / 1.5

3.1 / 1

2.6 / 1

Night (1800 – 0600 local time)

3.6 / 1.5

4.1 / 1.5

1.5 / 1.5

0

Table 8 – Summary of wind speed observations from Meteorological Aviation report (METAR)
from the airport closest to each array site.
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4.4 Methods
Data analysis focuses on quantifying the acoustic field at these three different urban settings
with comparisons of total ambient and coherent acoustic fields. Trend analysis focuses on
quantifying and understanding diurnal and seasonal variations as well as trying to link wind
conditions and the numbers of coherent observations as a function of backazimuth.
Total Ambient Acoustic Field
Bowman et al. [2005 and 2007] developed total statistical models of the total ambient
acoustic field by estimating power spectral densities (PSD) at 0000-0100, 0600-0700, 1200-1300,
and 1800-1900 local time. Each hour block was split into 3-min non-overlapping segments with a
10% Hanning window taper. Low, average, and high noise models were developed by computing
the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles for each frequency bin in the accumulated spectra. Additionally,
PSD estimates were binned by time of day and season to investigate temporal trends. This method
was designed to capture the ambient acoustic field in the frequency band from 0.03 to 7 Hz on
traditional IMS array data. Bowman et al. (2005) applied this method to data from 21 IMS
infrasound arrays in order to develop low- and high-noise models, and then refined the models in
Bowman et al. (2007) with the expansion of the data from 29 IMS arrays.
Brown et al. (2014) presented a low noise model for the IMS arrays based on a similar
technique to Bowman et al. (2005; 2007) with three modifications: shifted time windows, spectra
computed with Nuttall4a windowing, and inclusion of additional IMS infrasound stations. Time
windows were shifted (03:30-04:30, 09:30-10:30, 15:30-16:30, and 21:30-22:30 local time) to
capture the warmest and coolest portions of the 24hr period. The spectra were computed with
Nutall4a window to provide “moderate frequency resolution and good amplitude resolution”
[Brown et al., 2008]. The models included data from 40 IMS infrasound stations, including IS55
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station at Windless Bight, Antarctica to extend the model to high frequencies. This station was
specifically not included in Bowman’s models due to the expected impact of snow and ice on the
spatial filter thereby reducing noise at higher frequencies. The Brown et al. (2014) study
addressed a systematic error that was presented in the Bowman et al. (2009) model and provided
results consistent with the earlier Bowman et al. (2005 and 2007) models.
Urban data sets are expected to have increased anthropogenic sources with temporal
variability greater than the IMS arrays. To capture this variability, the Bowman method is
modified to compute spectra every hour extending the spectra to frequencies as high as 45 Hz.
The spectral analysis uses 3-minute Hanning windows with 10% tapper, which yields improved
frequency resolution based on the narrower main lobe width (18 dB point) compared to the
Nutall4a window. This modified Bowman method is used to capture the urban ambient acoustic
fields which are subsequently characterized in terms of frequency content, diurnal variations and
seasonal trends.
Coherent Acoustic Fields
The coherent portion of the acoustic field are isolated by processing the data sets using array
processing to identify array measurements of coherent signals. The use of array processing
algorithms for infrasound data is common, with most methods largely adaptations of methods
used in seismology (e.g., Cansi, 1995; Blandford, 1974; Arrowsmith et al., 2009). In particular,
the Progressive Multichannel Cross-Correlation (PMCC) method is widely used in the
infrasound community because of its ability to detect signals across a wide range of frequencies,
and ability to separate coherent waves arriving at the same time but with different frequency
content (Cansi, 1995). To understand the variation of coherent acoustic fields with frequency, we
use a Frequency-Wavenumber (FK) array processing algorithm (Rost and Thomas, 2002) that is
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applied across third-octave bands that range from 0.1 Hz to the Nyquist frequency (see Table 9).
As is typical for infrasound array processing (e.g., Edwards and Green 2012), the FK algorithm
assumes both a planar array (i.e., it does not account for elevation differences between elements),
and a plane wave arrival. Each third-octave band is processed using sliding-time window FK
processing with a different time windows and step sizes, as shown in Table 9. The time
windows, W, are chosen to scale linearly with the central period of each third-octave band, T,
using the relation W=0.25T+2. This method provides higher spectral resolution than the
logarithmic bands used by PMCC (Matoza et al., 2013) and more suitable time windows for high
frequencies. In each time-frequency window, referred to below as a ‘pixel’ for compatibility with
the nomenclature used in the literature for PMCC, we compute the FK spectrum over the full
slowness space from -3.6 to 3.6 s/km using both horizontal components, with increments of 0.18
s/km (i.e., 1600 distinct slowness vectors over the horizontal plane) and retain the estimates of
semblance, backazimuth, and phase velocity associated with the slowness with the highest beam
power. These estimates are stored for each pixel for subsequent analysis. Our code
implementation of this method is built on top of ObsPy and is available on GitHub as the Python
package Cardinal (https://github.com/sjarrowsmith/cardinal). The complete algorithm is referred
to as the Cardinal detector.
Analysis of the coherent portion of the acoustic field in this study is explored with the
Cardinal detector. The detection algorithm is applied to 168 random hours from each of the
arrays (Dallas Moody, Dallas Multi-rooftop, San Diego, Vicksburg) with 1/3 octave frequency
bands and varying time windows, Table 9. The semblance and phase velocity are used to
threshold the detections and identify coherent acoustic signals. For a detection to be declared the
semblance has to be equal or greater than 0.6 and the phase velocity has to be between 300 m/s
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and 500 m/s. The phase velocity is a measure of the incident angle at which the wavefront
impinges on the array and is therefore an indicator of the turning altitude of the wavefront. The
lower phase velocities capture energy propagating horizontally across the array at acoustic
velocities. As the phase velocity increases so does the incident angle, which implies signals
arriving along more vertical propagation paths. The phase velocity limits replicate the limits of
the Matoza et al. (2013) study. These detections were analyzed further to understand frequency
characteristics, temporal variations, and meteorological relationships.
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Band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Frequency Segments (Hz)
Minimum
Center
Maximum

Window
Size (sec)

0.1
0.125992
0.158740
0.200000
0.251984
0.317480
0.400000
0.503968
0.634960
0.800000
1.007937
1.269921
1.600000
2.015874
2.539842
3.200000
4.031747
5.079683
6.400000
8.063495
10.159367
12.800000
16.126989
20.318733
25.600000
32.253979

26.773173
21.650905
17.585357
14.358530
11.797396
9.764623
8.151209
6.870642
5.854255
5.047548
4.407265
3.899071
3.495718
3.175576
2.921480
2.719803
2.559732
2.432684
2.331845
2.251810
2.188286
2.137867
2.097849
2.066087
2.040877
2.020868

0.112996
0.142366
0.179370
0.225992
0.284732
0.358740
0.451984
0.569464
0.717480
0.903968
1.138929
1.434960
1.807937
2.277858
2.869921
3.615874
4.555715
5.739842
7.231747
9.111431
11.479683
14.463495
18.222861
22.959367
28.926989
36.445723

0.125992
0.158740
0.200000
0.251984
0.317480
0.400000
0.503968
0.634960
0.800000
1.007937
1.269921
1.600000
2.015874
2.539842
3.200000
4.031747
5.079683
6.400000
8.063495
10.159367
12.800000
16.126989
20.318733
25.600000
32.253979
40.637467

Window
Step Size
(sec)
2.677317
2.1653090
1.758536
1.435853
1.179740
0.976462
0.815121
0.687064
0.585426
0.504755
0.440726
0.389907
0.349572
0.317558
0.292148
0.271980
0.255973
0.243268
0.233185
0.225181
0.218829
0.213787
0.209785
0.206609
0.204088
0.202087

Table 9 – Cardinal detector frequency bands and time windows.

4.5 Results
Data from the two Dallas arrays, the San Diego array, and the Vicksburg array utilized the
techniques described in the Method section to explore the total and coherent portions of the
acoustic fields from 0.1 – 45 Hz. Figure 21 is a visualization of the data availability for each
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array. The ambient acoustic field statistical model is computed for all times marked in white and
red and the coherent analysis was completed over 168 hrs of data marked in red.

Figure 21 – Data availability and usage for each array. White indicates times of good data, black
indicates time of data outages, and red are times of good data processed for coherent signals.
Note that the x axis for each array is scaled independently covering the duration of each array.

Total Ambient Acoustic Field
The total ambient acoustic field is characterized using the modified Bowman method for
estimating frequency domain statistical models of noise. The red and white blocks shown in
Figure 21 indicate data used in this analysis. Prior to computing the PDFs, the San Diego data
were corrected from the IML Model ST sensor to a Hyperion IFS 3000 sensor spectra transfer
function in order to produce a flat response down to 0.1 Hz. PDFs were computed for the center
element of each array from which the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile statistical noise models were
estimated to quantify the low, average, and high noise models. These models are then used to
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assess and interpret the ambient acoustic fields in the three different urban settings with emphasis
on frequency content while separating temporal and seasonal variations.
The statistical noise models yield insight into the acoustic field during low (5th percentile),
average (50th percentile), and high (95th percentile) noise conditions. Figure 22 compares these
estimates to the low and high noise models for the IMS arrays. The low noise statistical models
for the Vicksburg and San Diego arrays follow the IMS low noise model up to 1 Hz, where the
IMS low noise model decays with increasing frequency while the Vicksburg and San Diego
models flatten. The decay of the IMS low noise model above 1 Hz is hypothesized to be
associated the inclusion of the ultra-low noise array at Windless Bight, Antarctic and the
attenuation associated with the IMS wind filters above 5 Hz (Brown et al. 2014; Hedlin et al.
2003). Below 1 Hz, the Dallas arrays track 10 – 15 dB above the San Diego noise model.
Between 1 and 4 Hz, the Dallas models are 20 dB above the San Diego model. At frequencies
above 4 Hz, this difference reduces to approximately 10 dB. For the average noise models, the
separation between the Dallas model from the San Diego and Vicksburg models increases up to
20 dB below 3 Hz. Above 3 Hz the models show trends similar to the low noise models. For the
high noise models, the separation between Dallas and San Diego models grows to 40 dB. The
Dallas models track within 10-15 dB of the IMS high noise model. All statistical models are
within the bounds of the IMS noise models, but the arrays within the urban center produced
higher total ambient acoustic levels. In addition, these statistical models contain numerous
narrowband spectral features capturing continuous noise sources in each area.
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Figure 22 – Statistical noise models for each array compared to the high and low IMS noise
models.
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Temporal variations are expected in the ambient acoustic field due to the time varying nature
of the propagation medium and winds, but these variations may increase in urban regions due to
the increase in anthropogenic sources during the daytime. These effects are explored with three
frequency bands, 0.1 – 1 Hz, 1 – 10 Hz, and 10 – 45 Hz, Figure 23. The PSDs computed for the
statistical noise model are binned by weekday and weekend, then the median across the
frequency bands for each hour of the day. The hour of the day is in local hours. The 0.1 – 1 Hz
band, has up to a 20 dB difference between the lower (San Diego) and upper (Dallas MultiRooftop) curves. This band displays the greatest difference between night and day median
power, which is driven by temporal variations of the wind speeds impinging on the arrays (Table
8). The maximum change in spectral power between night and day is 15 dB on the Dallas MultiRooftop. Above 1 Hz, given the temporal variation, the primary source of noise is from
anthropogenic sources. In these bands, the noise curves for the Dallas and Vicksburg fall within
a 5 dB range, showing similar characteristics with less than 5 dB temporal variation. The noise
at the San Diego array is decreased by 10 dB with clear diurnal variations up to 10 dB. There are
minimal differences between weekday and weekend curves across all frequency bands. The
differences in the curves across the 1 – 10 Hz and 10 – 45 Hz bands are hypothesized to be
associated with the type of urban environment. The busy Dallas metropolis and the busy
Vicksburg transportation corridors have nearly continuous anthropogenic sources and evidence
limited temporal signal variations. The San Diego array at the edge of the suburban rural
interface is affected by anthropogenic noise with strong temporal variations across a broad range
of frequencies.
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Figure 23 – Median power over a frequency bands for weekday (dashed) vs weekend (solid)
binned by time of day.
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Beyond the diurnal variations, seasonal variations in the ambient acoustic fields are
anticipated to be related to seasonal meteorological trends. These effects are explored with the
median power across three frequency bands (0.1 – 1 Hz, 1 – 10 Hz, and 10 – 45 Hz) binned by
hour of the day in Figure 24. In the upper two frequency bands, there is less then 2.5 dB
difference between the seasonal models, except for the Spring and Summer 2013 Dallas MultiRooftop. The outlier of the Dallas Multi-Rooftop and Moody in the median noise above 1 Hz is
believed to be due to local noise sources related to construction surrounding these arrays
associated with campus renovations, which is visible in Google Earth Imagery. Below 1 Hz, the
outliers show linkage to increased wind speeds experienced during Spring and Summer 2013
(Table 8). The lowest frequency band, 0.1 – 1 Hz, has the greatest difference between seasons
with the difference observed as changes in spectral power with minimum temporal shift. This
frequency band is most impacted by noise from winds (Hedlin et al. 2002 and 2003; Noble et al.
2014; McComas et al. 2021). For the Dallas Moody and Vicksburg arrays, the summer and
winter models provide the lower and upper bounds of noise respectively with seasonal
differences of up to 10 dB. The San Diego array has similar differences in the winter and spring
models. These changes correlate with an increase in wind speed from summer to winter at each
array (Table 8). Above 1 Hz, the median noise levels are minimally affected by seasonal
conditions, so require sampling across multiple seasons for characterization. This band
demonstrates how local noise sources impact the statistical models through the observation of the
outliers on the Dallas Multi-Rooftop array. It is important to capture the winter and summer
seasonal variation to correlate the observed variation in the noise field below 1Hz.
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Figure 24 – Median power over specified frequency band for each season the arrays were
deployed binned by hour of day. Relative scaling is applied to the y-axis for each of the columns
of plots.
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Coherent Analysis
The coherent portion of the acoustic field is documented by applying the Cardinal detector to
168 randomly selected 1-hour blocks of data from each array. Specific times analyzed are listed
in Appendix III. The red bars in Figure 21 show the distribution of hours processed. Each hour
has estimates of semblance, backazimuth and phase velocity for each time-frequency block. For
the coherent analysis, detections are only analyzed when the semblance is greater than or equal
to 0.6 and the phase velocity is between 300 m/s and 500 m/s. These detections are used to
contrast the different coherent acoustic fields for the three urban environments using the number
of detections, diurnal variations, and backazimuth trends. The statistical models were compared
directly to the coherent detections.
The Cardinal detector identified numerous detections at each array, Table 10. These
detections can be visualized as the percent of time filled with detections for a single frequency
band over the hour processed. Figure 25 provides a comparison of detections across each array.
If coherent energy extends across multiple frequency windows at a single time interval, then
each frequency window is marked as a detection. The Dallas arrays have an order of magnitude
fewer detections then the San Diego and Vicksburg arrays, which is counterintuitive for a major
city with a rich acoustic source environment. We suggest that the reduced number of detections
is caused by complex destructive interference between the numerous acoustic sources thereby
decreasing detections while signal amplitudes have to be larger to overcome the increase noise
floor at these arrays. In addition, the two Dallas arrays have coherent detections across different
frequency bands. The Moody array detections are spread across all frequency bands, while the
Multi-rooftop array detections primarily fall below 4.03 Hz (detector band 16). This sharp cut off
on the Multi-rooftop array is related to the array geometry with approximately double the inter87

array sensor spacing of Moody, which reduces the frequency range where coherence can be
estimated across the array. The San Diego and Vicksburg array detections are primarily below
6.4 Hz (detector band 18) with the Vicksburg having two repeating single frequency band
detections at 16.13 - 20.32 Hz (detector band 23) and 32.25 – 40.64 Hz (detector band 26). The
initial coherent analysis indicates clear differences between the three urban environments.

Number of Detections Across All Frequency Bands

Array Name

If a broadband event is observed across multiple bands, then it is
counted in each band.

Dallas Moody
Dallas MultiRooftop
San Diego
Vicksburg

2,640,187
2,444,949
15,998,979
13,058,460

Table 10 – Summary of the number of detections for each array.
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Figure 25 – Comparison of detections on the four arrays. The y-axis corresponds to the
frequency bands for the detector as listed in Table 9, the x-axis indicates the hour processed (1168), the color scale represents the percent of the hour that a single frequency bin is filled with
detections. The light, medium and dark grey regions to the left of the plots indicate the low, mid
and high frequency bands analyzed. The detector frequency bands were selected to align with the
bands used in the exploration of the statistical noise models, a low-band of 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz, a
mid-band of 1.0079 – 10.1594, and a high-band of 10.1594 – 40.637467. Note that the Dallas
Moody and Multi-rooftop sample over different time periods due to the data availability of each
array.
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Based on the statistical noise models, there is expected to be diurnal variation in the coherent
portion of the field. This diurnal effect is explored with stacked histograms of backazimuths
from the detections normalized to probability of detection per degree in Figure 26. These
histograms are binned into four times: night (2200 – 0400), dawn (0400 – 1000), day (10001600), and dusk (1600 – 2200), all times listed in local hours. There are clear diurnal trends at all
arrays, but there are no variations in backazimuths associated with time of day. As expected for
anthropogenic noise, most detections are observed during the dawn and day hours and decrease
during the dusk and night-time hours. The two Dallas arrays have the majority of detections over
a narrow range of backazimuths (90o – 180 o), whereas the San Diego and Vicksburg arrays have
a broader range of backazimuths (135o – 360o) for the majority of detections. This result suggests
the broader azimuth of sources observed in the more rural arrays are affected by a range of
sources while the Dallas arrays are dominated by a more limited set of sources possibly
reflecting differences in the range of sources that are detected.
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Figure 26 – Stacked histograms to show diurnal variations observed on each array. Time
windows are Night 2200 – 0400, Dawn 0400 – 1000, Day 1000-1600, and Dusk 1600 – 2200.
All times are local time corrected to DST.
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Cardinal detections are explored as a function of frequency. The detector frequency bands
were selected to align with the bands used in the exploration of the statistical noise models, a
low-band of 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz, a mid-band of 1.0079 – 10.1594, and a high-band of 10.1594 –
40.637467. Figures 27 – 30 display the azimuthal distributions of detections overlaid on maps
surrounding each array. The Dallas arrays backazimuths (Figures 27 and 28) align to the
southeast with primary energy in the mid-band. This azimuth algins with observations reported
by McComas et al. (2018) of continuous-wave packetized signals at 1.6 Hz radiating from the
Mockingbird bridge over US Route 75. The Dallas arrays had detections from all backazimuths
with the Moody array observing detections from all frequency bands and the Multi-Rooftop
array has the majority of detections in the low- and mid-frequency bands. The San Diego (Figure
29) array histogram contains no dominant narrowband azimuthal peaks but has copious
detections from the low- and mid-frequency bands pointing toward the Pacific Ocean. The
backazimuth distribution is similar for the two frequency bands and is invariant to time of day.
Given the backazimuth and frequency ranges, it is hypothesized that a portion of these detections
are associated with ocean waves, which agrees with the expected frequency band (0.6 – 9 Hz) for
ocean waves as observed by Garces et al. (2003), Arrowsmith and Hedlin (2005), and LePichon
et al. (2004). Another feature observed in San Diego is the shielding of detections from azimuths
that align with the topographic relief of the San Miguel, Jamul, and Otay Mountains. These
features have horizontal and vertical scales at the same or larger than the wavelengths anticipated
(3430 m to 34 m). Similar effects were documented by McKenna et. al (2012) with infrasound
observations with reduced amplitudes due to topographic relief at or larger than the dominant
wavelengths of the infrasound signal. The Vicksburg array has a greater percentage of detections
in the high frequency band compared to the other arrays. The three high frequency peaks in the
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southwest quadrant could be associated with large building swamp cooler or air conditioners on
the ERDC campus within 1 km of the array site. The majority of detections are in the mid-band
and toward the northwest, which is aligned with both I-20 and Mississippi River transportation
corridors trafficked by tug boats and semi-trucks. In the low frequency band, these backazimuths
point toward the Mississippi River Bridge at I-20, which radiates infrasound with a fundamental
frequency of 0.9 Hz (McKenna et al., 2021) We suggest the Mississippi river with a sharp bend
and confluence of the Yazoo river radiates infrasound associated with the turbulences of the river
as it moves through this region, which could contribute to the low and mid frequency band
observations (McKenna et al., 2021).
Observations at these four arrays document a wide range of potential sources with different
contributions to the coherent noise in each environment: the Dallas arrays primary observe as
single source in the acoustic source rich major city; the Vicksburg array primarily observe
detections that align with the transportation corridors, the Mississippi River and I-20; the San
Diego array observes detections from all directions that are not shield by topographic features.
These characteristics will a play a role in planning and selecting future urban array sites.
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Figure 27 – Backazimuth stacked radial histogram overlaid on map of Dallas Moody array. The
stacked histogram is broken into these frequency ranges: low band is 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz (light
grey), mid band is 1.0079 – 10.1594 (medium grey), and high band is 10.1594 – 40.637467 (dark
grey). The histogram is normalized to the maximum peak 148º – 152º, which contains 138,692
detections. The red triangle represents the center of the array.
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Figure 28 – Backazimuth stacked radial histogram overlaid on map of Dallas Multi-Rooftop
array. The stacked histogram is broken into these frequency ranges: low band is 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz
(light grey), mid band is 1.0079 – 10.1594 (medium grey), and high band is 10.1594 – 40.637467
(dark grey). Please note that high band only contains on 5,131 detections that are distrusted in all
directions, but given the small percentage are not visible in the histogram. The histogram is
normalized to the maximum peak 132º – 136º, which contains 246,482 detections. The red
triangle represents the center of the array.
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Figure 29 – Backazimuth stacked radial histogram overlaid on map of San Diego array. The
stacked histogram is broken into these frequency ranges: low band is 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz (light
grey), mid band is 1.0079 – 10.1594 (medium grey), and high band is 10.1594 – 40.637467 (dark
grey). The histogram is normalized to the maximum peak 284º – 288º, which contains 622,992
detections.
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Figure 30 – Backazimuth stacked radial histogram overlaid on map of Vicksburg array. The
stacked histogram is broken into these frequency ranges: low band is 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz (light
grey), mid band is 1.0079 – 10.1594 (medium grey), and high band is 10.1594 – 40.637467 (dark
grey). The histogram is normalized to the maximum peak 296º – 300º, which contains 614,284
detections. The red triangle represents the center of the array.

The statistical noise models are one way to quantify the detection capability of an array. To
explore the relationship between noise estimates and detection performance, the median spectral
power is compared to the percent of each hour filled with detections for the three frequency
bands in Figure 31. Each dot in the scatter plot represents a single hour of detections compared to
the identical hour PSD median power over the same frequency band. In the low frequency band
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(0.1 -1.0079 Hz), the PSD median power has to fall below -20 dB in order to observe greater
than 1% of the hour filled with detections. Moving to the mid frequency band (1.0079 – 10.1594
Hz), the threshold for the PSD median power is below -40 dB in order to observe greater than
4% of the hour filled with detections. This relationship is strongly documented for the Dallas
arrays, but is only hinted at the San Diego and Vicksburg arrays since their overall median
spectral power is lower for most observations. It is important to note that in the mid frequency
band the standoff from the y-axis on the Multi-rooftop array is associated with a constant low
percentage of detections observed on this array (see Figure 25). In the high frequency band
(10.1594 – 40.637467 Hz), the majority of the detections occur when median spectra power falls
below -40 dB. This analysis documents thresholds that the spectral power has to drop below in
order for detections to be clearly observed on the arrays. Based on the low, average, and high
noise statistical curves presented in Figure 22 there are few times when this detection criteria is
met for the Dallas arrays.
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Median Spectra Power @ hour (dB rel 1 Pa2/Hz)
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Figure 31 – Comparison of the percent of hour filled with detections to median spectral power
for each of the 168 hours processed. The detections and median spectral power are binned by the
low, mid, and high frequency bands. Note the x- and y-axis scales are uniform across a
frequency band for all arrays, but are different for each for each frequency bands. The red line
indicates the threshold that spectral power has to drop below in order for detections to be clearly
observed on the arrays.
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Wind Speed Trend Analysis
Numerous studies have observed a direct correlation between increasing wind speeds and
increasing spectral power of infrasound observations when wind speed and infrasound
measurements are collocated and close in elevation (Hedlin et al. 2002 and 2003; Noble et al.
2014; McComas et al. 2021). This relationship was explored in this study with comparison of
each array spectral power to wind speed measurement collected at nearby airports at an elevation
of 10 m. Additionally, the relationship between wind speed and the number of coherent
detections is quantified. It is anticipated that as wind speeds decrease, the background noise on
the array would decrease, therefore allowing an increase in coherent detections on the array.
Figure 32 displays the individual spectra from the statistical models binned by airport-measured
wind speeds. The Dallas rooftop arrays, Moody and Multi-Rooftop, installed at elevations
between 8 and 16 meters do show correlation between increased spectral power and wind speed.
Figure 33 contains a set of plots that show the relationship of percent an hour filled with coherent
detection versus wind speed observed at the airports. The Dallas rooftop arrays document the
anticipated relationship between wind speed and number of coherent detections per hour. Direct
comparison of acoustic fields from the San Diego and Vicksburg arrays to wind speeds observed
at local airports did not demonstrate a correlation between increased wind speed with increased
spectra power. It is hypothesized this relationship did not appear for these arrays because airports
sample the wind field at an elevation of 10 m and the arrays sample the wind field at the ground
level, therefore reducing the direct correlation. This analysis highlights the importance of
measuring the wind field at an elevation similar to that of the array.
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Figure 32 – Individual spectra from the statistical models binned by wind speed.
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Dallas Moody - Frequency 0.1 - 1.0079 Hz

Frequency 1.0079 - 10.1594 Hz

Frequency 10.1594 - 40.637467 Hz

Figure 33 – Comparison of number of detections observed at each hour to the wind speed
measured at the airport during the same hour. The number of detections is quantified as the
precent hour filled with detections over the specified frequency band. Each dot in the scatter plot
represents a single hour of detections. These coherent detections are binned into three frequency
bins, 0.1 – 1.0079 Hz, 1.0079 – 10.1594 Hz, and 10.1594 – 40.637467 Hz, that align with the
edges of cardinal frequency bins and closely match the bands utilized in the ambient acoustic
field analysis.
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4.6 Conclusions
This study focuses on the analysis of the total and coherent portions of the acoustic field in
three different urban environments: metropolitan area, rural-suburban interface, and small city
with a busy transportation corridor. The goal of the study is to develop a greater understanding of
the similarities and differences of the acoustic fields in these environments. These insights can be
used to shape future urban infrasound array installations as well as provide a framework for
capturing total and coherent portions of the acoustic field in future studies.
Statistical noise models are a measure of the total ambient acoustic field observed at an array.
Overall, the ranking of statistical noise models developed in this study are consistent across the
low, average and high noise models. The Dallas arrays yield the highest spectral power followed
by Vicksburg with the lower bound provided by San Diego. All of the models fall within the
bounds of the IMS high and low noise models in rural areas. The overall acoustic field power
has an inverse relationship to the number of coherent detections observed, i.e., as total acoustic
field power increases the number of coherent detections decrease. The San Diego and Vicksburg
arrays observe an order of magnitude more detections than the Dallas arrays. This effect is
theorized to be due to the fact that the Dallas arrays are in an acoustic source rich environment
where many of the acoustic signals destructively interfere producing dominantly incoherent
noise or the higher ambient noise filled masks the arrivals. This effect thereby limits the number
of coherent acoustic signals that are able to be identified within the incoherent noise. These
statistical models provide a threshold that the spectral power has to fall below before detections
can be regularly observed on an array.
The type of urban environment has an impact on the temporal variability observed across all
frequency bands. In the 0.1 – 1 Hz, the acoustic field is predominately dictated by wind speed
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trends. This relationship between increasing wind speed and increasing spectral power between
0.1 – 1 Hz was observed by Hedlin et al. (2002 and 2003); Noble et al. (2014) and McComas et
al. (2021). The two higher frequency bands demonstrate the impacts of the anthropogenic
sources in the different types of urban environments shown by the diurnal and weekday/weekend
variations. Extending this diurnal variation analysis to the coherent portion of the acoustic field
shows a relationship where the number of detections increases during the day and decreases at
night, indicative of anthropogenic origins.
This study has provided insight into how to improve future studies of acoustic fields for
frequencies 0.1 – 45 Hz as well as how to select array sites for future urban installations.
Variations in the acoustic field are tied to temporal variations on diurnal and seasonal scales. At
the lowest frequency band (0.1 – 1 Hz), the variations are correlated with changes of wind speed
trends for diurnal and seasonal variations. In order to capture the breadth of change associated
with these diurnal and seasonal variations it is imperative to capture the day (high noise) and
night (low noise) during both summer (low noise) and winter (high noise) seasons. It is
important to note any transient local noise sources, such as construction, because these noise
sources increase the amplitude of the statistical models and potential skew detection thresholds
for frequencies above 1 Hz. In addition, the physical features in the areas surrounding an array
site can impact the observation of coherent detections. In this study of urban environments,
coherent detection enhancing and degrading impacts were observed from transportation
corridors, the ocean, and shielding from topographic features at or larger horizontal or vertical
scales as the wavelengths of the signals of interest.
Despite the limited duration and restrictive locations, this study has shown several
characteristics of urban environments that could impact detection thresholds for signals of
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interest and should be considered when instrumenting in or near an urban space. Arrays on
rooftops in urban centers observed increased power across 0.1 – 45 Hz. The signals of interest
must overcome this increased spectral power to be detected. Large scale topographic features can
obscure observations from directions that are in-line with the feature, therefore an array location
should be selected that does not have a large-scale topographic feature between an expected
source and receiver. Finally, busy transportation corridors can increase coherent noise
observations in the direction of the corridor.
Not directly related to the urban noise study, but none the less important for future infrasound
research is the applicability wind field measurements to data analysis. A portion of the analysis
completed in this paper was direct comparison wind speed measurement at 10 m elevations to
infrasound array observations. These wind speed measurements are poorly correlated with the
arrays installed at ground level. In order to show direct correlation between wind speeds and
array observations, the wind speed measurement must be collocated with the array making sure
the wind is measured at the same elevation as the array.
This study illustrates acoustic field variances that can be anticipated when instrumenting
different urban environments. Future planned research will complete an in-depth study of the
coherent detection disparities to expand understanding of seasonal variations. To deconvolve the
time-varying atmosphere effects from the acoustic field, future research should explore the
effects of atmospheric temperature and wind profiles on coherent observations. Lastly, acoustic
field characterization analysis of additional data sets collected in identical or different urban
environments would provide insight into how predictable these fields are based on general
knowledge of the features of the urban environment.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

As infrasound arrays are emplaced in or near populated areas, the studies presented in this
paper provide initial insight into the challenges that will be faced with instrumentation
deployment and interpretation of complex acoustic fields. Beyond successes, this research
highlights pitfalls and lessons learned in these studies in the hopes of affording future researchers
the opportunity to avoid them. These studies do not completely address the fundamental
questions presented in the Chapter 1, but rather shed light on how to move the research forward.
5.1 Observations
A non-traditional rooftop array design was successfully used to collect data on two rooftops
on the Southern Methodist University campus for approximately one year. This array design
overcame the obstacles of limited open real-estate and increased threat of vandalism expected in
urban spaces. Two rooftop arrays, single and multi-rooftops, were installed on the campus and
used to successfully isolate a single source 246 times over 14 days in the chaotic source-rich
urban environment. The observed source was a continuous-wave packetized signal at 1.6 Hz and
located with crossing backazimuth estimated from the two arrays at distances of 0.45 to 0.7 km.
The source was verified as a local bridge resonating from ambient excitation utilizing both onstructure seismic measurements and a pressure-acoustic model.
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Mechanical wind filters help reduce incoherent noise as well as enhance signals of interest
through spatial averaging reducing the effects of turbulence at the boundary layer. Analysis in
this study focused on characterizing four mechanical wind filters, 4-hose and 10-hose porous
rosettes, 1-m fabric dome, and High Frequency Shroud (HFS) and included quantification of
their effects on both signal and noise. The best wind filter was found to depend on the goals of
the experiment and anticipated weather conditions. If the experimental goal is to capture true
signal fidelity, the dome and HFS filters minimized the phase and magnitude effects on the
measured signal. If the experiment goal is to maximize signal-to-noise ratio in a dry
environment, the 10-hose porous rosette provided consistent improvement over other filters
evaluated up to 45 Hz. A summary of the positive and negative attributes of each wind filter are
shown in Table 5. Overall, this instrumentation exploration provides insights into methods for
overcoming the physical challenges of an urban environment and guidance for selecting
appropriate wind filter to increase signal to noise ratios depending on experimental goals of
future studies.

5.2 Propagation Path Effects
The wave propagation study focused on the impact of urban terrain features (buildings,
bridges, and roadways) on propagating acoustic waves. The modeling and subsequent analysis
document areas of amplification and degradation resulting from urban infrastructure: small to
intermediate height buildings as well as a sunken freeway. An example of the modeled
degradation was a shadow zone with a maximum of 10 dB loss within a cluster of tall buildings
in the southeast quadrant of the model space, (Figure 7). An example of enhancement is a wave
guide from a sunken highway providing up to 20 dB of amplification for a source at 10 Hz
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(Figure 7). These features provide insight to array siting and design for future installations and
highlight the need to include the built environment in infrasound modeling for urban
environments.

5.3 Acoustic Fields
Acoustic fields are the sum of incoherent noise, coherent noise (clutter), and coherent signals
of interest. Infrasound sensors capture the entire field, depending on the strength of the signal of
interest versus the background noise (incoherent and coherent), the signal of interest may or may
not be observed. To better predict when signals will exceed the background noise, a greater
understanding of the total and coherent portions of the acoustic field needs quantification and
subsequent physical interpretation. This study of ambient acoustic fields focused on
understanding the similarities and difference across three different urban settings: (1) the center
of a Metropolitan Area; (2) a rural-suburban interface; and (3) within a small city with multiple
transportation corridors. The arrays deployed in the major city (Dallas, TX) recorded the highest
spectral power followed by the small city (Vicksburg, MS) with the lower bound documented by
the data recorded at the rural-urban interface (outside of San Diego, CA). The effects of the
overall acoustic field power have an inverse relationship to the number of observed coherent
detections, i.e., as total acoustic field power increases the number of coherent detections
decrease. This relationship was demonstrated as the San Diego and Vicksburg arrays produced
an order of magnitude more detections than the Dallas arrays. These models suggest that there is
a threshold that spectral power has to fall below before coherent detections can be regularly
observed.
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The analysis of the ambient acoustic fields provides a framework for future studies of the
acoustic fields from 0.1 – 45 Hz. The quantification of seasonal variations highlights that to
capture the maximum seasonal change in statistical models it is necessary to collect observations
during the summer (low noise) and winter (high noise) seasons. The Dallas arrays provide
insight into how local transient noise sources, such as local construction activity, can artificially
increase the amplitude of the statistical models. This result documents the importance of
quantifying transient local noise sources during the study periods. In addition, the coherent noise
field was impeded by environment features at the three arrays: (1) the Dallas arrays had an
increased incoherent noise floor that destructively interfered with coherent detections; (2) the
San Diego array had shielding from topographic features at or larger horizontal or vertical scales
as the wavelengths of the signals of interest.; (3) the Vicksburg array had increased coherent
noise driven by busy transportation corridors. These features and their characteristics provide a
basis for array site selections for future urban installations.

5.4 Future Work
The conclusions of this research illustrate that urban infrasound monitoring is possible.
Below are a set of recommendations for the next research steps designed to expand
understanding of the opportunities and limitations of monitoring in urban environments.
Observations
Non-traditional rooftop arrays were successful in identifying a structural signal of interested
in a chaotic urban acoustic field. The success of this single installation justifies more in-depth
investigations into monitoring infrasound in urban areas as well as illustrating the utility of
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multiple arrays in locating low-amplitude sources using crossing backazimuths. A direct
comparison of a rooftop array to ground level array would quantify how the acoustic field
changes with sensor elevation. There is a suggestion in this research that the boundary layer
noise may be different at the ground and on the roof further motivating this direct comparison.
Since routine meteorological measurements, such as those taken at airports at elevation, are often
used as input for propagation modeling, understanding the fidelity of ‘ground’ based
measurements versus ‘ground emplaced’ instrumentation would be fruitful. Furthermore, the
study could provide an operational and functional cost to elevating an array, such as how many
source observations are lost or gained by increasing array elevation. Inclusion of several different
rooftop elevations with local wind and turbulent field measurements would provide data to
assess the impact of above ground elevation on both noise levels and types of sources as well as
the ability of the array to monitor sources of interest. Expansion of rooftop arrays to different
urban settings and human built environments, would show the robustness of this instrumentation
method. Beyond rooftop arrays, there needs to be exploration to understand of the limitations of
ground level arrays in urban settings.
The rooftop arrays in this study provide single estimate of the performance of a single type of
mechanical filter. In order to refine the rooftop array setup, a systematic evaluation, similar to the
analysis presented in Chapter 3, of mechanical wind filters on rooftop arrays is recommended.
Such a study would provide insight into the wind filters that are effective in the increased wind
and turbulence environment expected on building rooftops. The goal of this research would be to
develop a table similar to Table 5 for the filters evaluated.
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Propagation Effects
The study presented in Chapter 2 focuses on characterizing the effect of urban terrain
features on propagating acoustic energy at different frequencies. The next step should focus on
understanding the gross effects, i.e., attenuation curves, of acoustic wavefronts propagating
through an urban space. This work could be accomplished by leveraging generalized urban
terrain layouts, such as Urban Terrain Templates (UTT). These were developed as a method to
describe and classify urban environments (Fordyce, 2003; Luft, 2004).). These templates divide
urban areas into seven templates: 1) Commercial Ribbon; 2) Residential Sprawl and/or Industrial
Area; 3) Older Small Urban Area; 4) Outlying High-Rise Area; 5) Small City Periphery; 6)
Large City Periphery; and 7) City Core. These UTT could be used as the terrain using a range of
realistic atmospheric models with analysis focusing on isolating the effects associated with the
terrain, i.e., removing the source and atmospheric effects. These attenuation curves associated
with each UTT could be used to predict signal decay as the wavefront propagates through
different urban spaces.
Acoustic fields
The acoustic field research presented in this paper documents differences between acoustic
fields in three different urban settings. This study developed a framework for evaluating the
acoustic fields that could easily be applied to additional datasets, such as arrays installed in both
identical and different urban environments and that correspond to the seven UTT described in the
propagation effects section. It would also be beneficial to study multi-year deployments to
understand the variability of the fields across multiples of the same season.
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The abbreviated analysis of the coherent portion of the acoustic field showed variations
across the different urban settings. Expansion of this analysis to full data sets would allow
quantification of the full temporal and seasonal variations of the coherent portion of the acoustic
field. Such an analysis of trends in the coherent detections paired with atmospheric conditions
could be used to unwind the time varying atmospheric effects for acoustic observations. Given
the local propagation paths (< 100km), the vertical propagation path is limited to the troposphere
(< 15km). Therefore, the atmospheric conditions should be obtained that are appropriate for the
troposphere with fine enough vertical resolution to capture expected variations. One example of
such data is the Rapid Refresh (RAP) numerical weather model with horizontal resolution of 13
by 13 km and a variable vertical resolution produced by National Centers for Environmental
Prediction. Ideally this comparative analysis would be partnered with a meteorologist to
improve the physical assessment of the appropriate atmospheric models.
A culminative study of the ambient acoustic field could be accomplished by installing
multiple arrays throughout a single urban space. Ideal this urban site would be located near a
repetitive source that could be used to study the variance of observation, such as near a mining
area or demolition test area. Salt Lake City, Utah provides this setting with both mining
operations nearby and Hawthorne Army Depot an ordnance disposal facility (Park et. al 2014).
The separation of these arrays should be such that multiple arrays observe signals from the same
sources. The first exploration of the data sets would be to understand the variability of the
acoustic field throughout a single city. Next, the coherent portion of the field could be explored
with the ability to localize sources with crossing backazimuths. Such a study and subsequent
analysis would provide insight into the spatial distribution and types of the coherent acoustic
signals. Data analysis across seasons focusing on both the total and coherent portions of the
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acoustic field would provide a basis for assessing and understanding diurnal and seasonal
variations related to atmospheric conditions. This final study would provide insight into the
spatial and temporal evolution of the acoustic field in an urban environment, highlighting
subsequent uses of such monitoring.
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APPENDIX I
Environmental Degradation

As early as 1996, Haak and de Wilde observed environmental deterioration of porous hoses,
reducing the effectiveness of the filter. While environmental effects on the filters can be
mitigated, they cannot be eliminated completely. If a specific time the filters were damaged
beyond a functionality threshold is identified, then an approach for monitoring and repairing
damage could be enacted. The data for the SMU campus filter comparison was explored in order
to understand if the time of the damage to the wind filter could be determined and thus provide a
potential monitoring approach to environmental degradation problems.
Over the course of the experiment, the wind filters were exposed to weather, wildlife, and
typical college campus activities such as lawn maintenance, e.g., grass cutting and watering.
During the breakdown of the experiment, it was noted there was significant damage to the hose
(cuts on the hoses) and the dome (holes in material) filters. A shift to a higher overall noise floor
is expected when the wind filter is damaged to the point of ineffectiveness. This effect can be
observed at high frequencies; therefore, to identify the date in 2018 that the filter failures
occurred the data was sequentially analyzed in the frequency domain. Spectra were computed
each hour using 3-minute Hanning windows with 10% taper and no overlap. These one-hour
spectra were stacked vertically over time to create spectrograms, Figure A1. The observed
intensities and variability on the reference sensor spectrograms are consistent over the duration
of the data, suggesting that the reference sensor remained unchanged during the duration of the
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experiment and provides a baseline for comparison. To determine when the change in the dome
and hose filters occurred the ratio of the wind filter spectra to the reference spectra is used to
identify the time of the change, Figure S1. This figure (lower three plots) documents a clear
change before and after Julian day 67 (8 March 2018). Prior to 8 March 2018 the Dome filter
provided up to an 11dB reduction power in the 1 – 6 Hz frequency band with the 10- and 4-hose
filters providing up to 15- and 12-dB reduction respectively over a 0.1 – 1 Hz frequency band.
After 4 April (Julian day 94), the effect of the dome is non-existent and the 4- and 10-hose filter
effects are reduced by approximately 10 dB. It is postulated this change is related to breaking
down of the physical wind filter over the 26-day outage (9 March – 4 April 2018). Such analysis
could be implemented in a real-time array in order to identify changes in noise reduction
capabilities with the possibility of triggering maintenance in cases where there is included a
sensor with no reduction.
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Figure A1 – Upper plot: Spectrogram of the reference sensor for all data in 2018 with the
colorbar dB referenced to 1 Pa2/Hz. The dark blue blocks are periods when no data were
available. Lower 3 plots: The ratio of each wind filter to the reference sensor (Wind Filter dB –
Reference dB) with unitless color bar.
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APPENDIX II
Time Variation of the Porous Hose Filters

The time variation of the transfer function was documented using the 4-hose filter, which has
a lower bound in the phase and magnitude effects. Transfer functions were calculated for times
with greater than 0 dB of excess power in the microbarom band (1066 of 2064 hours). The 25th,
50th, and 75th percentiles of these transfer functions are plotted to quantify frequencies with the
greatest variation (Figure A2). The shape of the median phase plot (0.14 – 50Hz) and magnitude
(5 – 50 Hz) are similar to the single time period transfer function with the shape of the median
magnitude plot below 5 Hz having a maximum 20 dB reduction at 0.55 Hz that is not observed
on the single time period plot. The coherence between 0.1 and 1 Hz is below 0.7 where the
phase and magnitude have the greatest variation of 25° and 17 dB respectively. Above 2.2 Hz the
coherence rises to above 0.8 and the phase and magnitude have the smallest variation at 4° and
2.6 dB. The median phase line falls closer to the 75th percentile (upper bound) indicating the
distribution is left skewed. This analysis demonstrates that the large variance in the phase and
magnitude effects is below 10 Hz of this experiment. Thereby demonstrating these effects are not
stable below 10 Hz for the duration of this experiment, therefore a transfer function cannot easily
be developed an applied to data to minimize the magnitude and phase shifts.
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Figure A2 – Documentation of the variance of the transfer function of the 4-hose filter. The
maroon line is the median of each plot, the grey patch surrounding the median denotes the span
from the 25th and 75th percentile estimates, and the black line is the single quiet time observations
from Figure 10. The red line marks the zero magnitude and phase shift. Upper left plot: Spectra.
Upper right plot: Coherence. Upper middle plot: Magnitude. Lower middle plot: Phase. Lower
plot: Blue dots marking the time periods used to compute the variation.
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APPENDIX III
Hours Processed with Cardinal Detector

Below is a table listing the days that were processed with Cardinal detector. The name is formatted
ArrayName_YYYYDDD_HHhr where YYYY is the four-digit year, DDD is the julian day, and HH is
the two-digit hour 24-hour clock.

Dallas Moody

Dallas Multi-Rooftop

San Diego

Vicksburg

Moody_2012188_01hr

MRA_2012188_13hr

SD_2014009_09hr

DAMES_2019207_16hr

Moody_2012188_14hr

MRA_2012193_10hr

SD_2014009_19hr

DAMES_2019209_16hr

Moody_2012191_14hr

MRA_2012195_01hr

SD_2014011_12hr

DAMES_2019211_11hr

Moody_2012193_01hr

MRA_2012195_09hr

SD_2014014_04hr

DAMES_2019212_19hr

Moody_2012194_07hr

MRA_2012195_19hr

SD_2014015_13hr

DAMES_2019214_01hr

Moody_2012195_02hr

MRA_2012195_23hr

SD_2014016_19hr

DAMES_2019216_18hr

Moody_2012195_11hr

MRA_2012196_02hr

SD_2014017_19hr

DAMES_2019226_07hr

Moody_2012196_08hr

MRA_2012196_15hr

SD_2014018_06hr

DAMES_2019227_09hr

Moody_2012197_04hr

MRA_2012196_16hr

SD_2014018_19hr

DAMES_2019227_10hr

Moody_2012199_23hr

MRA_2012198_08hr

SD_2014020_09hr

DAMES_2019228_20hr

Moody_2012200_03hr

MRA_2012199_07hr

SD_2014022_13hr

DAMES_2019228_22hr

Moody_2012200_11hr

MRA_2012199_12hr

SD_2014023_01hr

DAMES_2019229_22hr

Moody_2012200_17hr

MRA_2012200_00hr

SD_2014023_22hr

DAMES_2019230_13hr

Moody_2012201_11hr

MRA_2012201_11hr

SD_2014027_02hr

DAMES_2019231_15hr

Moody_2012201_12hr

MRA_2012233_11hr

SD_2014027_05hr

DAMES_2019232_02hr

Moody_2012206_09hr

MRA_2012242_09hr

SD_2014027_17hr

DAMES_2019232_04hr
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Dallas Moody

Dallas Multi-Rooftop

San Diego

Vicksburg

Moody_2012207_00hr

MRA_2012246_13hr

SD_2014027_23hr

DAMES_2019232_06hr

Moody_2012207_17hr

MRA_2012250_11hr

SD_2014029_15hr

DAMES_2019237_02hr

Moody_2012208_20hr

MRA_2012250_22hr

SD_2014029_20hr

DAMES_2019237_09hr

Moody_2012209_03hr

MRA_2012252_19hr

SD_2014030_06hr

DAMES_2019237_18hr

Moody_2012210_12hr

MRA_2012254_02hr

SD_2014030_07hr

DAMES_2019242_08hr

Moody_2012210_13hr

MRA_2012254_17hr

SD_2014030_08hr

DAMES_2019242_19hr

Moody_2012212_09hr

MRA_2012255_17hr

SD_2014031_00hr

DAMES_2019244_07hr

Moody_2012213_05hr

MRA_2012256_14hr

SD_2014031_04hr

DAMES_2019246_19hr

Moody_2012213_21hr

MRA_2012257_21hr

SD_2014031_06hr

DAMES_2019247_14hr

Moody_2012214_00hr

MRA_2012259_10hr

SD_2014033_21hr

DAMES_2019247_16hr

Moody_2012215_01hr

MRA_2012270_10hr

SD_2014034_02hr

DAMES_2019247_19hr

Moody_2012215_07hr

MRA_2012271_02hr

SD_2014035_04hr

DAMES_2019248_09hr

Moody_2012217_02hr

MRA_2012271_12hr

SD_2014036_02hr

DAMES_2019248_17hr

Moody_2012217_11hr

MRA_2012272_08hr

SD_2014036_12hr

DAMES_2019251_03hr

Moody_2012217_16hr

MRA_2012272_17hr

SD_2014037_02hr

DAMES_2019251_15hr

Moody_2012217_17hr

MRA_2012272_18hr

SD_2014038_23hr

DAMES_2019253_17hr

Moody_2012219_03hr

MRA_2012272_21hr

SD_2014039_12hr

DAMES_2019253_21hr

Moody_2012221_01hr

MRA_2012274_07hr

SD_2014040_16hr

DAMES_2019254_05hr

Moody_2012221_03hr

MRA_2012276_06hr

SD_2014042_01hr

DAMES_2019255_02hr

Moody_2012221_06hr

MRA_2012277_02hr

SD_2014042_15hr

DAMES_2019256_08hr

Moody_2012221_11hr

MRA_2012284_00hr

SD_2014042_18hr

DAMES_2019257_05hr

Moody_2012222_01hr

MRA_2012284_16hr

SD_2014043_02hr

DAMES_2019257_14hr

Moody_2012222_19hr

MRA_2013015_00hr

SD_2014043_04hr

DAMES_2019262_23hr

Moody_2012224_05hr

MRA_2013015_21hr

SD_2014044_00hr

DAMES_2019263_10hr

Moody_2012226_00hr

MRA_2013016_20hr

SD_2014045_04hr

DAMES_2019264_17hr

Moody_2012229_00hr

MRA_2013020_03hr

SD_2014045_22hr

DAMES_2019271_13hr

Moody_2012229_07hr

MRA_2013021_23hr

SD_2014047_15hr

DAMES_2019271_18hr

Moody_2012229_19hr

MRA_2013022_03hr

SD_2014049_00hr

DAMES_2019275_16hr

Moody_2012231_03hr

MRA_2013022_10hr

SD_2014049_05hr

DAMES_2019276_01hr
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Moody_2012231_12hr

MRA_2013023_10hr

SD_2014051_22hr

DAMES_2019282_05hr

Moody_2012233_01hr

MRA_2013023_16hr

SD_2014052_06hr

DAMES_2019282_09hr

Moody_2012233_02hr

MRA_2013024_05hr

SD_2014053_05hr

DAMES_2019284_11hr

Moody_2012233_05hr

MRA_2013024_11hr

SD_2014054_00hr

DAMES_2019285_02hr

Moody_2012236_10hr

MRA_2013024_15hr

SD_2014055_01hr

DAMES_2019286_18hr

Moody_2012237_17hr

MRA_2013025_09hr

SD_2014055_06hr

DAMES_2019288_16hr

Moody_2012238_08hr

MRA_2013025_13hr

SD_2014055_14hr

DAMES_2019289_20hr

Moody_2012238_14hr

MRA_2013025_20hr

SD_2014055_22hr

DAMES_2019289_22hr

Moody_2012238_16hr

MRA_2013026_00hr

SD_2014056_03hr

DAMES_2019290_13hr

Moody_2012238_22hr

MRA_2013026_20hr

SD_2014060_03hr

DAMES_2019290_23hr

Moody_2012239_07hr

MRA_2013028_14hr

SD_2014061_12hr

DAMES_2019293_13hr

Moody_2012239_11hr

MRA_2013029_10hr

SD_2014063_15hr

DAMES_2019297_20hr

Moody_2012242_08hr

MRA_2013030_12hr

SD_2014064_19hr

DAMES_2019299_13hr

Moody_2012245_19hr

MRA_2013030_18hr

SD_2014066_03hr

DAMES_2019301_05hr

Moody_2012246_07hr

MRA_2013030_21hr

SD_2014067_02hr

DAMES_2019301_23hr

Moody_2012247_20hr

MRA_2013032_02hr

SD_2014067_13hr

DAMES_2019302_12hr

Moody_2012249_17hr

MRA_2013032_04hr

SD_2014068_01hr

DAMES_2019302_13hr

Moody_2012251_16hr

MRA_2013032_09hr

SD_2014068_09hr

DAMES_2019312_23hr

Moody_2012252_09hr

MRA_2013034_05hr

SD_2014069_12hr

DAMES_2019313_01hr

Moody_2012253_04hr

MRA_2013034_19hr

SD_2014070_04hr

DAMES_2019313_08hr

Moody_2012253_12hr

MRA_2013035_03hr

SD_2014071_03hr

DAMES_2019316_08hr

Moody_2012254_02hr

MRA_2013036_08hr

SD_2014071_16hr

DAMES_2019317_09hr

Moody_2012254_03hr

MRA_2013038_06hr

SD_2014074_09hr

DAMES_2019320_23hr

Moody_2012254_22hr

MRA_2013038_09hr

SD_2014074_23hr

DAMES_2019323_05hr

Moody_2012255_04hr

MRA_2013039_04hr

SD_2014075_19hr

DAMES_2019323_07hr

Moody_2012256_11hr

MRA_2013039_05hr

SD_2014076_20hr

DAMES_2019324_18hr

Moody_2012257_00hr

MRA_2013039_18hr

SD_2014077_11hr

DAMES_2019325_06hr

Moody_2012257_22hr

MRA_2013039_20hr

SD_2014077_20hr

DAMES_2019327_12hr

Moody_2012260_01hr

MRA_2013040_03hr

SD_2014078_16hr

DAMES_2019328_08hr
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Moody_2012260_11hr

MRA_2013042_19hr

SD_2014078_17hr

DAMES_2019330_09hr

Moody_2012260_23hr

MRA_2013043_17hr

SD_2014079_01hr

DAMES_2019333_17hr

Moody_2012262_18hr

MRA_2013044_22hr

SD_2014080_02hr

DAMES_2019334_04hr

Moody_2012262_19hr

MRA_2013046_12hr

SD_2014080_05hr

DAMES_2019336_15hr

Moody_2012262_20hr

MRA_2013047_07hr

SD_2014080_15hr

DAMES_2019336_17hr

Moody_2012263_02hr

MRA_2013047_12hr

SD_2014080_17hr

DAMES_2019336_20hr

Moody_2012265_08hr

MRA_2013048_01hr

SD_2014081_13hr

DAMES_2019337_05hr

Moody_2012266_06hr

MRA_2013048_12hr

SD_2014081_19hr

DAMES_2019337_11hr

Moody_2012267_18hr

MRA_2013049_23hr

SD_2014083_03hr

DAMES_2019340_01hr

Moody_2012268_03hr

MRA_2013050_04hr

SD_2014083_07hr

DAMES_2019340_10hr

Moody_2012271_00hr

MRA_2013051_23hr

SD_2014083_08hr

DAMES_2019343_08hr

Moody_2012271_19hr

MRA_2013053_16hr

SD_2014083_09hr

DAMES_2019351_15hr

Moody_2012272_03hr

MRA_2013055_04hr

SD_2014084_02hr

DAMES_2019353_16hr

Moody_2012273_07hr

MRA_2013056_04hr

SD_2014084_07hr

DAMES_2019356_12hr

Moody_2012275_07hr

MRA_2013056_09hr

SD_2014084_20hr

DAMES_2019360_10hr

Moody_2012276_08hr

MRA_2013056_19hr

SD_2014085_19hr

DAMES_2019360_12hr

Moody_2012276_09hr

MRA_2013057_05hr

SD_2014086_06hr

DAMES_2019362_10hr

Moody_2012277_13hr

MRA_2013058_05hr

SD_2014086_20hr

DAMES_2019362_20hr

Moody_2012277_20hr

MRA_2013058_23hr

SD_2014087_18hr

DAMES_2020003_08hr

Moody_2012279_21hr

MRA_2013059_07hr

SD_2014088_02hr

DAMES_2020006_08hr

Moody_2012279_23hr

MRA_2013059_13hr

SD_2014089_14hr

DAMES_2020007_19hr

Moody_2012280_08hr

MRA_2013061_18hr

SD_2014090_10hr

DAMES_2020007_21hr

Moody_2012281_04hr

MRA_2013061_22hr

SD_2014090_14hr

DAMES_2020012_03hr

Moody_2012281_21hr

MRA_2013065_14hr

SD_2014090_19hr

DAMES_2020012_09hr

Moody_2012282_08hr

MRA_2013067_14hr

SD_2014091_00hr

DAMES_2020012_11hr

Moody_2012283_22hr

MRA_2013074_06hr

SD_2014091_10hr

DAMES_2020013_00hr

Moody_2012285_09hr

MRA_2013074_20hr

SD_2014091_12hr

DAMES_2020013_08hr

Moody_2012286_01hr

MRA_2013075_06hr

SD_2014091_13hr

DAMES_2020016_10hr

Moody_2012286_18hr

MRA_2013077_15hr

SD_2014095_02hr

DAMES_2020018_01hr
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Moody_2012286_19hr

MRA_2013080_09hr

SD_2014095_17hr

DAMES_2020018_05hr

Moody_2012286_20hr

MRA_2013082_01hr

SD_2014098_19hr

DAMES_2020018_19hr

Moody_2012290_07hr

MRA_2013082_03hr

SD_2014099_17hr

DAMES_2020020_15hr

Moody_2012294_11hr

MRA_2013084_15hr

SD_2014099_20hr

DAMES_2020020_21hr

Moody_2012294_12hr

MRA_2013087_13hr

SD_2014101_08hr

DAMES_2020022_10hr

Moody_2012306_22hr

MRA_2013088_02hr

SD_2014102_00hr

DAMES_2020022_23hr

Moody_2012307_12hr

MRA_2013088_22hr

SD_2014103_09hr

DAMES_2020023_19hr

Moody_2012307_13hr

MRA_2013090_02hr

SD_2014103_20hr

DAMES_2020024_16hr

Moody_2012307_22hr

MRA_2013090_12hr

SD_2014104_15hr

DAMES_2020025_02hr

Moody_2012333_09hr

MRA_2013090_20hr

SD_2014105_07hr

DAMES_2020025_05hr

Moody_2012335_16hr

MRA_2013091_13hr

SD_2014105_09hr

DAMES_2020025_11hr

Moody_2012336_06hr

MRA_2013091_15hr

SD_2014106_07hr

DAMES_2020028_16hr

Moody_2012338_00hr

MRA_2013092_14hr

SD_2014107_20hr

DAMES_2020029_16hr

Moody_2012338_21hr

MRA_2013094_02hr

SD_2014108_09hr

DAMES_2020034_15hr

Moody_2012339_23hr

MRA_2013095_04hr

SD_2014109_06hr

DAMES_2020036_01hr

Moody_2012340_13hr

MRA_2013095_21hr

SD_2014110_20hr

DAMES_2020037_01hr

Moody_2012341_03hr

MRA_2013096_11hr

SD_2014112_14hr

DAMES_2020039_13hr

Moody_2012342_18hr

MRA_2013100_06hr

SD_2014112_19hr

DAMES_2020040_06hr

Moody_2012343_22hr

MRA_2013102_04hr

SD_2014113_08hr

DAMES_2020042_22hr

Moody_2012344_05hr

MRA_2013103_16hr

SD_2014116_08hr

DAMES_2020044_01hr

Moody_2012346_23hr

MRA_2013104_07hr

SD_2014117_18hr

DAMES_2020045_21hr

Moody_2012347_05hr

MRA_2013104_10hr

SD_2014118_00hr

DAMES_2020046_12hr

Moody_2012348_15hr

MRA_2013104_11hr

SD_2014118_04hr

DAMES_2020053_09hr

Moody_2012349_08hr

MRA_2013104_20hr

SD_2014119_05hr

DAMES_2020064_16hr

Moody_2013003_21hr

MRA_2013105_16hr

SD_2014119_14hr

DAMES_2020069_02hr

Moody_2013003_22hr

MRA_2013107_00hr

SD_2014120_23hr

DAMES_2020069_05hr

Moody_2013007_01hr

MRA_2013110_02hr

SD_2014121_04hr

DAMES_2020069_23hr

Moody_2013007_02hr

MRA_2013110_10hr

SD_2014122_15hr

DAMES_2020070_10hr

Moody_2013010_03hr

MRA_2013113_16hr

SD_2014124_01hr

DAMES_2020072_15hr
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Moody_2013015_00hr

MRA_2013113_23hr

SD_2014124_15hr

DAMES_2020074_01hr

Moody_2013016_16hr

MRA_2013116_02hr

SD_2014126_08hr

DAMES_2020075_16hr

Moody_2013016_17hr

MRA_2013117_10hr

SD_2014128_22hr

DAMES_2020080_19hr

Moody_2013017_02hr

MRA_2013118_17hr

SD_2014129_05hr

DAMES_2020081_01hr

Moody_2013017_03hr

MRA_2013120_07hr

SD_2014130_02hr

DAMES_2020084_01hr

Moody_2013017_07hr

MRA_2013122_16hr

SD_2014130_21hr

DAMES_2020088_02hr

Moody_2013017_23hr

MRA_2013123_20hr

SD_2014135_20hr

DAMES_2020089_23hr

Moody_2013019_00hr

MRA_2013124_03hr

SD_2014136_21hr

DAMES_2020091_00hr

Moody_2013019_21hr

MRA_2013124_05hr

SD_2014137_13hr

DAMES_2020092_03hr

Moody_2013020_04hr

MRA_2013124_07hr

SD_2014137_17hr

DAMES_2020096_21hr

Moody_2013020_07hr

MRA_2013124_22hr

SD_2014139_12hr

DAMES_2020098_09hr

Moody_2013021_02hr

MRA_2013138_11hr

SD_2014140_03hr

DAMES_2020098_20hr

Moody_2013021_03hr

MRA_2013141_18hr

SD_2014140_16hr

DAMES_2020099_19hr

Moody_2013021_21hr

MRA_2013141_19hr

SD_2014141_04hr

DAMES_2020099_22hr

Moody_2013023_19hr

MRA_2013145_04hr

SD_2014141_14hr

DAMES_2020100_17hr

Moody_2013024_06hr

MRA_2013145_05hr

SD_2014143_11hr

DAMES_2020100_22hr

Moody_2013024_07hr

MRA_2013146_00hr

SD_2014144_08hr

DAMES_2020103_22hr

Moody_2013024_23hr

MRA_2013148_08hr

SD_2014145_11hr

DAMES_2020105_02hr

Moody_2013026_07hr

MRA_2013149_05hr

SD_2014146_04hr

DAMES_2020107_08hr

Moody_2013034_13hr

MRA_2013149_17hr

SD_2014148_09hr

DAMES_2020109_13hr

Moody_2013035_23hr

MRA_2013151_09hr

SD_2014149_00hr

DAMES_2020109_18hr

Moody_2013036_06hr

MRA_2013151_20hr

SD_2014149_02hr

DAMES_2020115_19hr

Moody_2013038_17hr

MRA_2013152_05hr

SD_2014150_11hr

DAMES_2020116_11hr

Moody_2013040_10hr

MRA_2013153_14hr

SD_2014151_12hr

DAMES_2020117_00hr

Moody_2013042_02hr

MRA_2013154_05hr

SD_2014151_18hr

DAMES_2020118_19hr

Moody_2013042_23hr

MRA_2013159_21hr

SD_2014151_20hr

DAMES_2020123_20hr

Moody_2013043_08hr

MRA_2013166_03hr

SD_2014152_13hr

DAMES_2020124_06hr

Moody_2013049_15hr

MRA_2013171_06hr

SD_2014153_11hr

DAMES_2020124_22hr

Moody_2013049_16hr

MRA_2013171_17hr

SD_2014154_01hr

DAMES_2020126_08hr
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Vicksburg

Moody_2013050_14hr

MRA_2013173_00hr

SD_2014155_04hr

DAMES_2020126_20hr

Moody_2013053_10hr

MRA_2013174_03hr

SD_2014155_18hr

DAMES_2020128_05hr

Moody_2013054_17hr

MRA_2013174_12hr

SD_2014156_16hr

DAMES_2020128_07hr

Moody_2013055_16hr

MRA_2013174_18hr

SD_2014158_01hr

DAMES_2020131_16hr

Moody_2013057_17hr

MRA_2013176_02hr

SD_2014160_17hr

DAMES_2020135_05hr

Moody_2013059_12hr

MRA_2013176_20hr

SD_2014160_19hr

DAMES_2020135_16hr

Moody_2013063_04hr

MRA_2013176_23hr

SD_2014160_20hr

DAMES_2020136_21hr
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